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STATEMENT OF WORK 

Telecommunications Technical Support Services 

1 Background: 

1.1 lntroductiou: 

The traditional circuit-switched network, called the Public Switched Telephone Network 
(PSTN), mainly supports voice services. It is being transitioned to a packet-switched 
network, called the Next Generation Network (NGN), which will support voice and 
broadband services over wireline backbone networks with wireline and wireless access 
networks. NGN will make use of Quality of Service (QoS) enabled transport 
technologies, in which service-related functions are independent of the tmderlying 
multiple broadband, transport technologies. 

Presidential Executive Order 12472 (BO 12472) directs the Office of the Manager, 
National Communications System (OMNCS) to " .. .include planning for, developing, and 
implementing enhancements to the national telecommunications infrastructure to achieve 
measurable improvements in survivability, interoperability, and operational effectiveness 
under all conditions and seeking greater effectiveness in managing and using national 
telecommunication resources to support the Government during any emergency." In 
addition, the President's National Security Teleconununications Advisory Committee's 
(NSTAC) Next Generation Network Task Force (NGNTF) Report of March 28, 2006, 
and subsequent reports, has recommended to the President that the OMNCS include 
NGN technology in its planning for future national security and emergency preparedness 
(NS/BP) telecommunications evolutionary program.~. The OMNCS' must ensure the 
seamless transition from PSTN-based Priority Services to NGN-based Priority services. 

The OMNCS requires technical support to fulfill the mission of BO 12472, the intent of 
the Office of Management and Budget (OMB) circular number A-119 on Government 
participation in voluntary standards development, and NSTAC objectives and 
reconunendations. In general, the support required includes technical studies, analyses 
and prototype testing; white papers and technical reports; identification or 
recommendations of standards and Request For Comments (RFCs) with specific 
functionalities that have good potential for priority service approaches, and technical 
contributions to non-governmental standards bodies. 

1.2 Standards Background: 

The OMNCS mission requires that NS/EP personnel be offered priority communication 
services across all networks. Wireless Priority Services (WPS) provide the basis for such 
priority capabilities in current 2nd Generation (2G) wireless networks. The 
telecommunication industry standards groups are addressing the evolution of wireless 
networks from the current 2G/2.5G technologies/systems to 3rd Generation (3G), 
Wireless Fidelity (WiFi), Worldwide Interoperability for Microwave Access (WiMax), IP 
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Multimedia Subsystem (IMS), and Long Tenn Evolution (LTE) based 
technologies/systems, which will provide greater efficiencies and additional user 
services. Other wireless networks that may be of interest are Universal Mobile 
Telecommunications System (UMTS), Wireless Local Area Networks (LAN), Ultra 
Mobile Broadband (UMB), and satellite. Industry groups are also looking into the 
structure of Service Level Agreements (SLAs) that will be necessary to spell out 
performance and quality of service criteria beneficial to users. 

As the wireless networks evolve, NGN Priority Services need to be incorporated into the 
newer technologies and network types. As a result, work is needed to specify the end-to
end NGN priority service capabilities for real-time voice, data, video and multimedia 
communication services. Some of the standards groups where the interests ofOMNCS 
need to be promoted are: 3rd Generation Partnership Project (3GPP), 3GPP2, the 
Alliance for Telecommunications Industry Solutions (ATIS), the International 
Telecommunication Union (ITU), the Telecommunications Industry Associates (TIA), 
the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE), the Intemet Engineering 
Task Force (IETF), the European Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI), the 
TeleManagement Forum (TMF), the WiMAX Forum, and similar bodies and security. 

l.3 Modeling Background: 

The OMNCS uses modeling and simulation capabilities to conduct analyses of the 
evolving public and private telecommunications systems in support of its NGN Priority 
Services mission. Modeling, Analysis, and Technical Assessments (MATA) maintains a 
telecommunications infrastructure modeling and analysis capability to identify those 
assets most critical to the successful operation ofNGN Priority Services missions, to 
predict and mitigate the effect of telecommunications failures on the national leadership's 
ability to communicate during times of crisis, and to conduct studies to quantify the 
dependence of critical government networks on existing and new telecommunications 
technologies. MA TA must continually model, simulate, and analyze telecommunications 
technologies because of significant technological changes in telecommunications 
networks. This task will provide 0 MN CS with expertise and updated information about 
the changing telecommm1ications infrastructure, helping to resolve gaps in the current 
suite of tools, and effectively manage additional modeling and simulation capabilities. 

1.4 Cable Infrastructure Background: 

The OMNCS has developed undersea cable infrastructure (UCI) analysis and health 
assessment capabilities that help influence network design and services to further the 
NGN Priority Services mission. Because of significant dependence of the global 
telecommunications network on undersea cable transpo1t, the OMNCS must continually 
review the resiliency and survivability of this critical infrastructure. This task will 
provide OMNCS with ongoing analyses of this infrastructure; assistance in the 
development of a mitigation, warning, and verification process and plan; modeling of 
faiim·es and restoration; and ruialysis of alternative tTansp01t capabilities. 
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To support voice, data, and video, services, various teleco1nmunications standards bodies 
have specified NGN architectures based on the 3GPP IMS. These new distributed 
architectures introduce a new set of risks for the NGN itself and the interconnection to 
the legacy PSTN. 

The OMNCS has responded to this major shift in the telecommunications infrastructure 
by working to define NGN Priority Services for NGN/IMS networks. It is critical that 
security risks in access networks and the core network be mitigated up front to protect the 
users and services from unauthorized use, and service availability and integrity 
exploits. It is also critical to understand the security n~eds of service providers, who have 
vested interests in protecting their networks and customers, and the OMNCS and its 
authorized service users, who have specific security needs associated with the NGN 
Priority Services being provided. 

2 Tasks: 

Various task deliverables and delivery schedules are shown at end of this section. 

2.1 Task 1: Program Management 

• A summary of resource expenditures for all tasks (including a breakdown 
of the individual cost elements i.e. OMNCS program management 
support, program review/auditing, contracts management, strategic 
planning, etc). The core objective is to show an association between 
contract expenditures and task order deliverables. 

• An overview of work completed, in progress, and plam1ed for each task. 
• A Microsoft Excel spreadsheet (exact fo1mat will be provided upon task 

order award) that includes the following: 
o Labor hours expended by task, name, and labor category. 
o Other Direct Costs (ODC) and Travel Expenses 

inctmed. Supporting documentation may be requested, as 
necessary, by the Contracting Officer's Technical Representative 
(COTR). 

2.1.1. Conduct an initial kickoff Technical Interchange Meeting (TIM) within 15 
business days after fonnal acceptance of this contract to review tasks 
requirements and establish firm dates for the tasks identified in section 3 
of the deliverable schedule. 

2.1.2. Provide Project Management Plans for the individual tasks in Microsoft 
(MS) Project format with appropriate Work Brealcdown Structures (WBS) 
that reflect resources by labor category, milestones, project 
start/completion dates, and other applicable information to assist the 
Government Program Manager (PM) or Tasks Manager (TM) in assessing 
costs, budget, and schedule. 
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2.1.3. Hold Quarterly Program Reviews (QPRs) within 15 business days and 
deliver Monthly Status Reports (MSRs) within ten business days of the 
end of the quarter or month. At a minimum, MSRs should include the 
following: 

• Tasks worked, hours expended on tasks and labor categories used per task 

• An overview of work completed, in progress, and planned 

• Identification of problem areas with recommended remedial actions 

• Summary of resource expenditures 

" Status of all issues identified during the course of the last review 

o Other Direct Costs (ODCs) 

" Minutes of meetings attended 

• Other items as required by the Government PM or TM 

2.2 Task 2: Technical Assessments, Analyses, Studies, White Papers and Reports 

As telecommunications network technologies continue to evolve and are implemented in 
the public switched network, numerous network improvements are expected. Such 
improvements cover areas such as wireless, broadband, management, and optical 
networking technologies. The Government may select specific technical topics related to 
these improvements for which the contractor shall prepare technical talks or 
presentations. The results of this work shall also be documented in technical reports, 
white papers, and briefings. 

2.2.1 When directed by the OMNCS, the contractor shall conduct studies to determine 
how improvements and advances in telecommunications technologies may impact 
the security of the public network and the mission to provide priority services in 
emergency/overload conditions. The contractor shall identify major issues of 
concern that may be associated with the improvement or introduction of new 
telecommunications technologies and shall recommend approaches to be talcen by 
the Government to reduce overall vulnerability and ensure priority access. 

These studies shall be based on the contractor's knowledge of the introduction of 
these technologies and will emphasize the security vulnerabilities and priority 
aspects of the architectures for the Government Emergency Telecommunications 
Services (GETS) application, extending to NGN Priority Services applications. 
Contractor's analysis will also support network security infonnation exchange 
(NSIE). Topics to be reported on may include, but are not limited to, advances 
related to presence, messaging, identity management, software defined radios, 
new wireless technologies, Automatic Switched Transpo1t Networks (ASTN), 
Application Programming Interface (API) based service creation environments, 
emerging protocols (e.g., Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) and DIAMETER (is a 
protocol that authenticates remote dial-up users), network timing and 
synchronization, network controlled intelligent devices, smait cards, voice 
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recognition, network based storage and computing, network evolution, optical 
burst and packet switching technology, Gigabit and IOGbE, switching 
technologies for optical networks, wavelength agility and its applications, 
transport technologies (e.g., Dense Wavelength Division Multiplexing (DWDM), 
undersea cable) and quantum cryptography. 

2.2.2 As required by the Government, the contractor shall propose appropriate 
capabilities to address shortfalls in NGN Priority Services and provide overviews 
and analyses ofa full spectrum of these technology topics. Additionally, the 
contractor may be asked to identify technical focus areas in the NGN wireline 
standards and wireless standards where priority services are not fully addressed or 
defined. · 

2.2.3 As required by the Government, the contractor shall conduct research that 
analyzes service survivability mechanisms of emerging broadband IP-based 
technologies, helping to specify and develop processing priorities and service 
survivability functionality for these emerging networks, and working on control 
and restoration regimes that can restore services on a priority basis after a major 
transport failure event. The work will be applicable to private Government 
networks, public networks, and integrated private-public networks. The 
contractor shall also conduct research that analyzes the survivability of the 
expected architecture of the NON. Based on a provided set of threat assumptions, 
the survivability of that network and availability of network resources and 
bandwidth to suppo1t NGN Priority Services applications will be modeled and 
estimated. These analyses shall be documented in a series of technical reports. 

2.3 Task 3: Standards 

2.3.1 ITU-T Study Group 2 (Operational aspects of service provision, networks 
and performance) 

Study Group 2 is responsible for studies relating to: 

• principles of service provision, definition and operational requirements of 
service emulation; 

• numbering, naming, addressing requirements and resource assigrrment 
including criteria and procedures for reservation and assignment; 

• routing and interworking requirements; 

• operational aspects of networks and associated performance requirements 
including network traffic management, quality of service (traffic engineering, 
operational performance and service measurements); 

• operational aspects of interworking between traditional telecommunication 
networks and evolving networks; and 

The contractor shall support the OMNCS with standardization work (e.g., 
technical contributions, analysis, other teclmical initiatives) toward the primary 
objective of fully integrating NGN Priority Services management and information 
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sharing requirements in emerging commercial telecommunication service 
capabilities. 

2.3.2 ITU-T Study Group 11 (J;>rotocols and test specifications) 

Study Group 11 is responsible for studies relating to signaling requirements and 
protocols for telephony, Intelligent Networks (IN), Integrated Services Digital 
Network (ISDN), and Broadband ISDN, in addition to signaling support for and 
interconnection to NGN and IP networks. With respect to signaling, the OMNCS 
currently identifies two technical work areas of interest as follows: 

• Signaling requirements for new, value added, NGN and IP-based services. 

• Access, core network and interconnection signaling for advanced services 

The contractor shall support NGN Priority Services technical efforts, as stated 
above, by focusing initial technical efforts on the areas listed above. The 
contractor shall participate and attend meetings of Study Group ! land associated 
NGN-GSI initiatives to provide technical assistance to official OMNCS delegates 
in the development of Recommendations in the OMNCS interest (e.g., TRQ 
Recommendations). Contractor support will help ensure that NGN Priority 
Services functionalities (from the signaling perspective) become pmt ofITU-T 
Recommendations. The contractor shall take into account Signaling System No.7 
(SS7) interfaces with respect to and interconnection to IP telephony and NGN 
signaling protocol development, in addition to signaling for IP-to-IP network 
interconnections. The contractor shall also take into account relevant task 
objectives, work items, and other study points relevant to NGN Priority Services. 

2.3.3 ITU-T Study Group 13 (Future Networks and NGN) 

Study Group 13 is the Lead Study Group in the ITU-T for NGN. With respect to 
this Study Group work effort the OMNCS has identified Questions 5/13 
(Architecture) and 15/13 (Security) as the work m·eas most relevant for the 
contractor. Advancement of the development of Draft Recommendation Y.2205 
RI (Next Generation Networks - Emergency Telecommunications - Technical 
Considerations) within Question 5 is the prime document where contractor 
technical support is needed to assist the OMNCS editor of this draft. 

The work of this Study Group, along with the work of Study Group 11, also 
encompasses NGN Global Standards Initiative (NGN-GSI) events of the ITU-T. 

2.3.4 ITU-T Study Group 15 (Optical and other transport network 
infrastructures) 

ITU-T Study Group 15, as the lead Study Group on optical technology and access 
networks is responsible for studies and Recommendations on transport network -
data, management, and control planes and supporting systems. This work 
encompasses access and core networks including capabilities and protocols for 
end user. network interactions. With respect to these capabilities, the OMNCS 
currently identifies the following Study Group 15 fmnilies of standm·ds 
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(Recommendations) that require support: Signaling, Automatic Switched Optical 
Network, (ASON) Architecture, Ethernet, Routing, and Discovery. If requested 
by the OMNCS TM, the contractor shall support technical objectives by focusing 
efforts on these above listed families of standards technical areas. 

2.3.S ITU-T Study Group 16 (Multimedia terminals, systems and applications) 

ITU-T SG 16 is responsible for studies and specifications relating to multimedia 
service definition and multimedia systems. It is the Lead Study Group on 
Multimedia Services, Systems and Terminals. It is also the Lead Study Group on 
e-business and e-commerce. 

Study Group 16 works on the following items:· 

• Definition of a framework and roadmaps for the harmonized and coordinated 
development of multimedia communication standardization to provide · 
guidance across ITU-T study groups, and in close cooperation with other 
regional and international Standard Development Organizations (SDO) and 
industry forums; these studies include mobility, IP and interactive 
broadcasting aspects; 

• Definition of multimedia protocol and network architectures; 

• Operation of multimedia systems and services, including interoperability; 

• Protocols for multimedia systems and services (e.g., H.248 and H.246); 

• Media coding and signal processing; 

• Multimedia terminals including facsimile terminals; 

" QoS and end-to-end performance in multimedia systems; 

• Security of multimedia systems and services; 

• Ensuring end-to-end interoperability between systems and gateways; 

The contractor shall support OMNCS by focusing technical efforts on some of the 
items listed above in support of specifying basic Emergency Telecommtmications 
Service (ETS) capabilities in the network. The capabilities of interest will be 
coordinated with the contractor effo1ts in the other relevant ITU-T Study Groups 
and national standards bodies. Contractor support will help ensure that NGN 
Priority Services functionalities become part of emerging ITU-T 
Recommendations. The contractor shall take into account all task objectives, 
work items, and other Question Study points relevant to NGN Priority Services. 

2.3.6 ITU-T Study Group 17 (Secu1·ity languages and telecommunication 
sof'tware) 

Study Group 17 has been designated the Lead SG for Telecommunication 
Security. If requested by the OMNCS, the contractor shall patticipate in this SG 
to facilitate and develop security capabilities related to ETS. All efforts will be 
coordinated with security efforts in ATIS and other Study Groups. 
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2.3.7 ATIS Network Performance, Reliability and Quality of Service Committee 
(PRQC) 

PRQC develops and recommends standards, requirements, and technical reports 
related to the performance, reliability, and associated security aspects of 
telecommunications networks, as well as the processing of voice, audio, data, 
image, and video signals, and multimedia. PRQC also develops and recommends 
positions on, and fosters consistency with, standards and related subjects under 
consideration in other North American and international standards bodies. 

If requested by the OMNCS, the contractor shall support the OMNCS with 
standardization work (e.g., technical contributions, analysis, other technical 
initiatives) toward the primary objective of fully integrating NGN Priority 
Services management and information sharing requirements in emerging 
commercial telecommunication service capabilities. The focus of this work inay 
include assisting PRQC on ETS related topics such as Reliability/ Availability and 
Survivability/Endurability, particularly those for which it is important to achieve 
consistency with other standards bodies (e.g., PTSC, TMOC, ITU-T Study Group 
2). This effort may also include ETS user security requirements and the 
specification of ETS bearer security capabilities. 

2.3.8 ATIS Packet Technologies and Systems Committee (PTSC) 

The PTSC is presently the key national standards body for the development and 
specifications of PS1N, NGN and IP-based network services, architectures, 
signaling/control capabilities, and network interconnection. In addition, it is 
responsible for the development of security capabilities for signaling and control. 
A major focus is on the specification ofNGN IP-based infrastructures that would 
support Voice over IP (VoIP) and other services on a carrier's network and 
between networks. Reliable and seclll'e interconnection and routing between IP 
networks and between the PS1N and IP networks are of major concern. 

Because the PTSC serves as a prime source of USA contributions (on 
Signaling/Control) to ITU-T Study Group 11, the contractor shall write 
contributions to Study Group 11 and participate in PTSC meetings. In support of 
the development and specification ofETS, the contractor shall contribute to PTSC 
to advance the US standards and liaison activities with other A TIS subcommittees 
(e.g., PRQC) or other groups (e.g., IETF), as appropriate. The contractor will 
coordinate with the OMNCS the development oftechoical contributions to the 
PTSC intended for these other groups. 

2.3.9 ATIS Telecommunications Management and Operations Committee· 
{TMOC) 

The Telecom Management and Operations Committee (TMOC) develops 
operations, administration, maintenance and provisioning standards, and other 
documentation related to Operations Suppo1t System (OSS) and Network Element 
(NE) fi.mctions and interfaces for com1mmications networks - with an emphasis 
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on standards development related to U.S.A. communication networks in 
coordination with the development of international standards 

The contractor, if requested by the OMNCS TM, shall support the OMNCS with 
standardization work (e.g., technical contributions, analysis, other technical 
initiatives), toward the primary objective of fully integrating NGN Priority 
Services management and information shm:ing requirements in emerging 
commercial telecommunication service capabilities. The focus of this work will 
be as directed by OMNCS and may include one or more of the following: 

• development of USA contributions in support of related ITU-T Study Group 2 
management activities (e.g., specification ofETS Management Service); 

" Interface specification work to support Telecom Information Sharing and 
Analysis Center (ISAC) information interchange. 

2.3.10 ATIS Optical Transport and Synchronization Committee (OPTXS) 

OPTXS serves as a prime source of USA contributions to ITU-T Study Group 15. 
If requested by the OMNCS, the contmctor shall write contributions for, and 
participate in, OPTXS meetings. 

If requested by the OMNCS, the contractor shall submit from one to three 
contributions to these meetings identifying actions that OPTXS can take to 
promote NGN Priority Services support in Optical Networks. 

2.3.11 InternetEngineering Task Force (IETF) 

The Internet Engineering Task Force is an open international conununity of 
network designers, operators, vendors, and researchers concerned with the 
evolution and operation ofIP-based architectures and services. If requested by 
the OMNCS Task Monitor, the contractor shall support NGN Priority Services 
effo1ts by focusing technical efforts on relevant areas of interest. Contractor 
support will help ensure that NGN Priority Services functionalities become part of 
emerging IETF protocol work. 

2.3.12 TeleManagement Forum (TM Forum) 

The TM Forum is an international forum of approximately 700 member 
companies and organizations (such as the OMNCS). The Forum provides 
leadership, strategic guidance and practical solutions to improve the management 
and operation of information and communications services. OMNCS interest 
areas center on the technical work and products (e.g., Guidebooks, applications 
notes) stemming from the Service Level Agreement Management Team (SLAM) 
Team and the TM Forum Govemment and Defense Initiative. 

The contractor shall support OMNCS interests with technical inputs 
(contributions) by participating in relevant virtual meetings and face-to-face 
meetings of the SLAM Team and the Govemment and Defense Initiative as 
directed by the Task Monitor. 
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• Participate in monthly team meetings (virtual meetings) 

• Contribute (as directed by the COTR) to additional ETS-related 
aspects to be included in future releases of the SLA Management 
Handbook 

• Contribute (as directed by COTR) to additional ETS-related aspects to 
be included in future releases (and/or new releases) of service and/or 
technology specific application notes to the SLA Management 
Handbook 

• Secul'ity Management Project: 
• Participate in TMF Government and Defense Initiative monthly foam 

meetings ( vittual meetings) 

• Contribute (as directed by the OMNCS Task Monitor) to TMF effort 
to enrich its Frameworks with full-spectrum Security Management 
guidance concerning architectnre, processes, information and data 
models, applications and interfaces. 

• Contribute (as directed by OMNCS TM) secnrity requirements that 
may be applied within NGN to enable better emergency 
telecommunications (ET) (including ETS) 

The contractor shall perform analysis as necessary. The contractor shall prepare 
up to five teclmical contributions for each meeting. The contractor shall prepare 
meeting reports for each standards meeting attended if these meetings require 
travel. The contractor shall meet with the OMNCS or discuss via telephone or E
Mail coordination to help set strategic directions for this standards effort. 

2.3.13 TIA TR45.8 

TIA TR45.8 is responsible for core network signaling, services and capabilities 
for the US. WPS for CDMA systems was standardized through this standards 
body. Basic enhancements to WPS (e.g., new features) will be done in this group. 
It is expected that new priority capabilities for new services (data, video, 
multimedia and Voice over IP (VoIP)), beyond basic circuit-switched voice 
service that has been specified for WPS, will initially be started in 3GPP2. 
However, it is expected that the US-specific needs may then result in some of the 
work moving back into TR45.8. 

2.3.14 3GPP2 

3GPP2 is the international standards body specifying the next generation services 
and systems; core network; radio systems/air interface and access interfaces. This 
grnup is specifying and evolving the capabilities beyond CDMA to CDMA2000 
and the new packet switched network capabilities. The contractor will initially 
attend the services and core network groups to advance specifications for new 
NON Priority Services ofinterest to the OMNCS. 
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3GPP is the international standards body specifying the next generation services 
and systems; core network; radio systems/air interface and access interfaces. This 
group is specifying and evolving the capabilities beyond GSM to Wideband
CDMA and the new packet switched network capabilities, in addition to the basic 
IP Multimedia Subsystem (IMS) specifications. The contractor will initially 
attend the services groups (e.g., SA! and SA2) to advance specifications for new 
NON Priority Services of interest to the OMNCS and support the further 
specification of the IMS architecture. 

2.3.16 ATIS WTSC 

The WTSC is responsible for specifying new services and capabilities for GSM 
and 30 systems, with a focus toward inputting into the 3GPP process. In 
particular, this group provides a US perspective (e.g., radio spectrum, services, 
etc.) into the international 3GPP standards group. This group can be used in 
support of NON Priority Services to be developec\ in 3GPP, The Wireless 
Technologies and Systems Committee (WTSC) also provides liaison capabilities 
as needed to the other ATIS groups and the ITU-T. As required, the contractor 
shall support work within this standards body. 

2.3.17 Open Mobile Alliance (OMA) 

The OMA is the leading industry fonun for developing market driven, 
interoperable mobile service enablers. OMA was formed in June 2002 by nearly 
200 companies including the world's leading mobile operators, device and 
network suppliers, information technology companies and content and service 
providers. Rather than keeping the traditional approach of organizing activities 
around "technology silos", with different standards and specifications bodies 
representing different mobile technologies, working independently, OMA is 
aiming to consolidate into one organization all specification activities in the 
service enabler space. 

OMA is the focal point for the development of mobile service enabler 
specifications which support the creation of interoperable encl-to-end mobile 
services. OMA drives service enabler architectures and open enabler interfaces 
that are independent of the underlying wireless networks and platforms. OMA 
creates interoperable mobile data service enablers that work across devices, 
service providers, operators, networks, and geographies. Toward that end, OMA 
will develop test specifications, encourage third party tool development, and 
conduct test activities that allow vendors to test their implementations. The role of 
OMA in terms of service specifications may at times overlap with 3GPP and 
3GPP2. Generally, OMA will pl'Ovide the so called, stage 1 and 2 specifications 
(i.e., service description and call flows) with the detailed protocol artd procedures 
in stage 3 assigned to 3GPP and/or 3GPP2. 

OMA has developed the specification for Push-to-Talk over Cellular (PoC). If 
requested by the OMNCS, the contractor will attend the OMA to develop and 
specify new priority capabilities for PoC. 
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The WiMAX Forum is an industry-led, not-for-profit organization fonned to 
certify and promote the compatibility and interoperability of broadband wireless 
products based upon the hannonized IEEE 802.16/ETSI HiperMAN standard. 
One of the WiMAX Forum's goals is to accelerate the introduction of these 
systems into the marketplace. WiMAX Forum Certified™ products are fully 
interoperable and support broadband fixed, portable and mobile services. Along 
these lines, the WiMAX Forum works closely with service providers and 
regulators to ensure that WiMAX Fomm Certified systems meet customer and 
government requirements. WiMax means Worldwide Interoperability for 
Mirowave Access is a telecommunications technology that provides wireless 
transmission of data using a variety of transmission modes, from point to 
multipoint links to portable and fully mobile internet access. The technology 
provides up to 10 Mbps broadband speed without the need for cables. The 
technology is based on the IEEE 802.16 standard (also called Broadband Wireless 
Access). The name "WiMAX" was created by the WiMax Forum, which was 
formed in June 2001 to promote conformity and interoperability of the standard. 
The forum describes WiMAX as "a standards-based technology enabling the 
delivery of last mile wireless broadband access as an alternative to cable and 
DSL". If requested by the TM, the contractor shall attend WiMax meetings. 

2.3.19 IEEE 802.16 

The IEEE 802.16 Working Group on Broadband Wireless Access Standards 
develops standards and recommended practices to support the development and 
deployment of broadband Wireless Metropolitan Area Networks. IEEE 802.16 is 
a unit of the IEEE 802 Local Area Network/Metropolitan Area Network 
(LAN/MAN) Standards Committee. If requested by the TM, the contractor shall 
attend IEEE802.I 6 meetings. 

2.3.20 IMS Industry Requirements GrouJ! 

The current trend in the telecommunications industry is for Service Providers to 
offer voice, data, and multimedia services using IP-based networks. There are 
numerous industry and Government efforts and industry standards activities 
related to specifying various access and core network architectures and services. 
To this end, the OMNCS has spearheaded an effort with Industry to develop 
Industry Requirements (IRs) that transcribe 1he existing functionality of the 
GETS, WPS and SRAS services onto these new architectures. 

The contractor shall continue the work of defining and refining these IRs. The 
contractor will record and document the results of the IR process. Teaming with 
the OMNCS and its key contractors, the contractor shall build upon the on-going 
industry effmts in the development ofissue 2 of the Core and Access !Rs to 
suppo1t NGN priority voice, video and data services. The contractor shall 
. coordinate and work with the OMNCS in identifying and resolving key technical 
and strategic issues associated with these IRs. The contractor shall work with 1he 

--, 
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OMNCS and within the IR process to ensure that NON Priority Services 
capabilities are incorporated into the Core network and Access network IRs. 

The contractor shall coordinate with the on-going OMNCS standards team work 
program. As needed and based on the IR work process and development, the 
contractor shall compose (develop) technical contributions or associated IR 
reports and recommend (to the COTR) the submission of these contributions or 
reports to the appropriate standards entities to enable the work of the IMS 
Industry Requirements Group to become part of emerging national and 
intemational standards of the telecommunication industry. 

To align the IRs and to harmonize relevant technical specifications, the contractor 
shall also take into account during the development of proposed teclmical 
contributions or reports, the NON architecture that will facilitate the 
telecollllnunication industry suppo1i for NON Priority Services offerings. 

2.3.21 Standards Meeting Reporting and Analyses 

United States Oovermnent agencies, and major United States telecommunication 
Service Providers, spend millions of dollars annually for active participation in 
national and international telecommunication standards bodies. 
Telecommunication standards are important because they facilitate the integration 
of new techoologies into the United States telecommunication systems, systems 
that are essential to the United States economic health in the global economic 
marketplace. 

In recent years, due to the rapid pace of technological progress and ever faster 
product development cycles, there has been a proliferation in the number of 
telecom-related standards bodies and an increase in the pace of such work. At the 
same time, however, the economic downturn in the telecommunication industry is 
causing government agencies, Service Providers and their companies to 
continually reduce perso1mel to increase cost effectiveness. 

The contractor shall subscribe as a client and provide access to a web-based 
information delivery system, such as the Telcordia Standards Knowledgebase 
(TSK) service or similar service for up to a maximmn of 100 designated users. 
The service shall provide information products such as meeting-specific and 
topic-specific analysis reports, relating to cU11·ent and emerging 
telecommm1ications technologies and standards. This reporting mechanism will 
provide the OMNCS with high-level useful overviews of contemporary 
standardization activities at major national and international telecommunication 
related standards development committees, groups, entities, etc. 

The subscription shall include a "Hot Topics" database. 111e Hot Topics database 
shall contain concise, timely impact analyses (bulletins) on critical issues and late
brealdng news on specific telecom technology issues as appropriate. 

OMNCS designated users shall have access to reports from the Hot Topics 
database via the subscription service. The subscription service shall provide easy 
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user friendly navigation tools. The subscription service shall provide search 
features to allow users access to: 

• previous reports (archives) from standards committees, 

• by telecom technology area, 

• by keyword or 

• by the priority level of key issues. 

The subscription service and other web tools associated shall allow OMNCS designated 
users to have 24 hour 7 days access to reports. The contractor shall make all meeting
specific reports available within fifteen (15) days following the completion of a standards 
meeting. 

The subscription service shall contain information on the following: 

1. Coverage of specified US and international telecommunication standards 
bodies. 

2. Coverage of specified telecom technology sub-topics related to 
telecommunication standards developments. 

3. Committees covered shall include but not necessarily be limited to: 

• 3GPP 

• IEEE 802 

• IETF 
• ATIS IIF (IPTV Interoperability Forum) 

• ATIS PTSC 

• ATISTMOC 

• ITU-T Study Group 2 

• ITU-T Study Group 11 

• ITU-T Study Group 13 

• ITU-T Study Group 16 

• ITU-T NGN-GSI 

• OIF (Optical Intemetworking Forum) 

• TMForum 

In addition, at the request of the OMNCS COTR or TM, the contractor may be 
requested to report on the following standards activities: ATIS SON, ITU-T Study 
Group 15, plus some security-related committees such as ITO-T Study Group 17. 

The aforementioned list of covered committees may change, during the task order 
year as the relevance of the standards bodies, associated committees, entities, etc. 

-----, 
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changes due to the maturing of standards projects, the appearance of new entities, 
committees, etc. or mergers between or among existing these occur. 

Topic-specific reports focus on the standardization of different areas of 
telecommunications technology (e.g., IPTV, NGN, E91 l, IP Telephony, IEEE 
LAN/WAN and WiMax Standards, OAM, Optical, Gbit Ethernet, etc.) that are 
being standardized in multiple standards bodies. Contractor topic-specific reports 
shall provide a window into the latest developments in standards work in the past 
quarter. The contractor shall issue at least one topic-specific report per quarter. 

Primarv Standards Development Meeting Support as directed by COTR: 
. •. 

3GPPGroup Approximate Meeting Probable #of Contractor 
Dales Location Personnel Required 

~~~~ 

3GPP SA#49 Sentember 20-23, 2011 San Antonio, TX I . 

3GPP SA#51 March 21-24, 2011 United States I 

f----· 
(US) 

3GPP SAl#52 November 8-12, 201J Malta I 

3GPP SA2#80 Aug 30 - Sent 3, 2011 Brunstad 1 

3GPP SA21/81 October 11-15, 2011 Sophia Antipolis, 1 
FR ,__. 

3GPP SA2#82 November 15-19, 2011 us 1 

3GPPCT!#67 October 11-15, 2011 Barcelona, Spain 1 

3GPPCT1#68, 3GPPCT3#60 November 15-19, 2011 us 1 

3GPPCTJ TBD.2011 TBD 1 

3GPPRAN2#71 August 23-27, 2011 Madrid, Snain 1 

3GPPRAN2#71-BIS October 11-15, 2011 China 1 

3GPPRAN21172 November 15-19, 2011 us I 

3GPPRAN2 2011 us 1 
""-~"'" 

--
3GPP2 Group Approximate Meeting Probable Location #of Contractor 

Dates Personnel Req!'.~~!d_ . 

3GPP2/TR45.8 September 13-17, 2011 Japan 1 

3GPP2/TR45.8 October 25-29, 2011 North America 1 

3GPP2ffR45.8 December 6-10, 2011 Hawaii 1 .. ·-
3GPP2ffR45.8 2011 TBD 1 -
3GPP2ffR45.8 2011 TBD 1 

'"""""""""'•--~~, 
I 
I 
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ITU-T NGN-GSI Approximate Meeting 
# of Contractor 

(SGll & SG13) Group Probable Location Personnel Dates 
Required 

ITU-T NGN-GSI (SG 11 & SG September 6-17, 2011 Geneva, Switzerland 2 
13) 

ITU-T (SG 11 & SG 13) TBD (9davs) Geneva, Switzerland 2 

ITU-TNGNGSI May 9-20, 2011 ., Geneva, Switzerland 2 

ITU-T SG16 Group Approximate 
Probable Location 

#of Contractor 
Mcetinv: Dates Personnel Reouired 

ITU-T SG 16 July 19-30, 2011 Geneva, Switzerland I 

ITU-T SGl6 Avril 201 I (9 days) Geneva, Switzerland 1 

ATISPTSC App1·oximate Meeting #of Contractor 
Group Dates 

Probable Location 
Personnel Reouired 

ATIS PTSC August 19-30, 2011 Montreal or 2 
Vancouver 

-~·" 

ATISPTSC November 1-5, 201 I Savannah, GA 2 -
ATISPTSC Jan/Feb 2011 us 2 -· ""'"·-·-

ATISPTSC April/May 20 l l us 2 

TM Forum Group Approximate Meeting Dates Probable Location 
#of Contractor 

Personnel Required 

TM Forum July 19-23, 2011 Baltimore, MD , I 

TMFomm January 201 I (1 week) Cascais, PoffiOgal ] 

TM Forum June 201 J (I week) Baltimore. MD 1 

Secondary Standard Development Meeting Support - At the discretion of the 
COTR: 
_, 

"'~ -
3GPPGroup Approximate Meeting Probable # of Contractor 

Dates Location Personnel Required 

3GPP SA#50 December 13-16 2011 Istan).>~furkey 1 

3GPP SA#52 -- _lllne 6-9, 2011 TBD I 

3GPPSAl#51 August 23-27, 201 O 
"°"~~-

Asia I 

3GPP SAi February 2011 (I week) TBD I 

3GPP SAi May 2011 (I week) TBD I 



3GPP SA2 Janua1y2011 II Week) 

3GPP SA2 April 2011 (I Week) 

3GPPCTl#66, 3GPPCT3#59 AUQUSt 23-27, 2011 

3GPPCTI 2011 
"' 

3GPPCTI 2011 

3GPPRAN2 2011 

3GPPRAN2 2011 

3GPP2Group Approximate Meeting Dates 

3GPP21TR45.8 August 2-6, 2011 

3GPP21TR45.8 2011 -
3GPP21TR45.8 2011 -

·-
WIMAXGroup Approximate Meeting Dates 

WiMAX Forum NWG Seot 27 -Oct I, 2011 

WiMAX Forum NWG November 1-5, 2011 -
WiMAX 2011 

WiMAX 2011 

WiMAX 2011 
"" 

WiMAX 2011 

IEEE802.16 Approximate Meeting 
Group Dates 

IEEE 802.16 13-16 Sept201 l 

IEEE802.16 B-11, Nov, 20].L 

IEEE802.16 14-17 March 2011 

ATIS WTSC Group Approximate Meeting Dates 
-~-·-· 

ATIS WTSC 2011 

ATIS WTSC 2011 

us 
Europe 

China 

TBD 

TBD 

TBD 

TBD 

Probable 
Location 

Korea 

TBD 

TBD 
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1 

1 

l 

l 

1 

1 -· 
l 

#of Contractor 
Personnel Reauired 

I 

I 

1 

Probable Location # of Contractor 
Personnel Required 

Seoul, Korea I 

Dallas TX I 

TBD l 

TBD 1 

TBD 1 

TBD 1 

Probable Location #of Contractor 
Personnel Required 

St. Petersburg, 
I 

Russia --·" ~ .. ~ 
Dallas, TX l 

Sin!!~pore l 

Probable Location # of Contractor 
Personnel Required 

us I 

us 1 - -~··· 



ATIS TMOC Group Approximate Meeting Dates 

ATISTMOC August201I 

ATISTMOC Avril/May 2011 

Study Groups 15, 17, IETF, 
Approximate Open Mobile Alliance, and DoS Meeting Dates 

Preparatory 

ITU-T SG 15 TBD, I meeting 

ITU-TSG 17 TBD, 2 meetings 

!ETF TBD, 1 meeting 

OMA TBD, I meeting 

Department of State ITU-T Preparatory TBD 
Meetings 

Notes on Travel for Meetings: 
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Probable Location 
#of Contractor 

Personnel Reauired 

us I 

us I 

Probable 
#of Contractor 

Location 
Personnel 
Required 

Geneva, I 
Switzerland 

Geneva, 1 
Switzerland 

TBD 1 

TBD 1 

Washington, DC TBD 
metro area 

Based on the aforementioned Tables, the contractor may expect to incur periodic local 
(within a 50 mile radius of the capital region) however local travel will not be 
reimbursed. Long distance travel costs for this effort (especially travel related to 
standards participation) must have prior approval of Government COTR or Task Monitor 
(via email). 

1. All long distance contractor travel shall be in accordance with the Federal Travel 
Regulations. The contractor shall request via email to the COTR 01· lead task 
monitor, a written authorization from the COTR for travel outside the capital 
region. All travel requests outside the capital region must be submitted to the 
COTR thirty (30) days prior to scheduled departme date. The contractor shall 
provide the following infoimation in the travel request letter: 

a. Name of contractor personnel who will be traveling. 

b. Dates and location of the proposed travel. 

c. Reasons for the travel and the work the contractor will do while on travel. 

The contractor is encouraged to purchase non-refundable tickets whenever 
feasible to reduce travel costs. 
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2. Projections of an additional mnnber of meetings are made as "TBD" without 
specific dates and locations. These specific projections are based on historical 
data with respect to the frequency of meetings. Therefore, contractor shall take 
into account historical data as necessary with respect to 'Travel." 

3. The above listed travel may be slightly adjusted by the Government from time to 
time during the course of this Task Order because events out of control of the 
Government. Such events include: standards group reorganizations, unforeseen 
adjustments or cancellations of standards meetings, etc. 

2.4 Task 4: Network Modeling 

The OMNCS uses telecommunications modeling and simulation capabilities to 
conduct analysis in suppo1t ofNGN Priority Services. Because of significaiit 
technological changes in the public switched network, the OMNCS must 
continually review its modeling and simulation capabilities to assess their 
applicability to the newer technologies. The contractor shall provide technical 
consultation on modeling issues crucial to the delivery ofNGN Priority Services; 
supp01t in acquiring data for critical infrastructure vulnerability assessments; and 
perform ad hoc telecommunications studies/analyses as required. 

The contractor shall build upon existing studies, computer simulations, and other 
reliability analyses to provide traffic-engineering tools to assist OMNCS in 
assessing and optimizing public network reliability, identifying network 
disruptions, and restoring services in support of Homeland Security Presidential 
Directive 7 (HSPD 7) and associated Critical Infrastructure Protection (CIP) 
initiatives. It is expected that the contractor shall create end to end models and 
tests to validate that the various access and core NGN Priority Services 
mechanisms developed as Industry Requirements (IRs) actually perform as 
expected during simulations ofNS/EP events. This subtask shall entail 
developing realistic NS/EP test scenarios and traffic conditions for the end to end 
models. 

2.4.1 Provide ad hoc telecommunications analyses/analysis verification as required by 
theOMNCS 

2.4.2 Provide telecommunications and modeling consultation in person or via 
teleconference (as directed by the Government), on telecommunications and 
modeling topics selected jointly with OMNCS. 

2.4.3 Support acquisition of communications asset and topology data when requested 
byOMNCS. 

2.4.4 Process all received data and summarize results in MS Word documents, MS 
Excel spreadsheets, and/or MS PowerPoint files, or as designated by the TM. 

2.4.5 Provide guidance and advice in securing the necessary data access agreement with 
the carrier( s) 
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2.4.6 Develop modeling analyses reports, whitepapers, and briefings in MS Word 
and/or MS PowerPoint files, or as designated by the TM. Potential topics include, 
but are not limited to: 

• network recovery process after attacks/outages 

• priority services deployment using next generation network (NGN) 
communications technologies 

• multimedia network traffic characteristics and their impacts on admission 
control and priority routing schemes 

2.5 Task 5: Cable Infrastructure Support 

As directed by the Task Monitor, the contractor will provide the following services: 

2.5.1 Periodic updates ofUCI standalone SQL Database to provide accurate data for 
quantifying the health of the UCL The updates include: 

• New cables systems (including capacity, cable landings information etc.) 

• Retired cable systems 

• Upgraded cable systems (e.g., cable systems upgraded to DWDM) 

• Service affecting outages 

• Number of repair ships in service 

2.5.2 Make enhancements to UCI Health Metric and SQL Database. 

2.5.3 Characterization of undersea characterization of undersea cable traffic for cable 
systems of the following routes (i.e., from US to Europe, US to Asia, US to 
Middle East, etc.) 

2.5.4 Recommendation to virtualized UCI information to other Government 
Departments and agencies to support the missions associated with tmderstanding 
and mitigation ofUCI vulnerabilities: 

2.5.5 Briefings and White papers as directed by Task Monitor 

• Briefings and whitepapers as directed by Task Monitor. 

2.6 Task 6: Security and Reliability 

2.6.1 The contractor shall suppo1t the OMNCS, by coordinating with the other key 
OMNCS contractors and interaction with the appropriate industry players, to 

• Develop the NGN Priority Services security specifications for the access and 
core networks. 

• Develop technical and strategic views of the required security functionality for 
NS/EP priority services, 
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o Perform risk analyses of the NGN Priority Services architecture and 
underlying network infrastructure under various cyber threat conditions, 

o Determine the security scope to address access network and core network 
efforts, 

" Help obtain industry cooperation with the security functionality being 
incorporated into the Access Network IRs and the IMS Core Network IR. 
This will include developing and maintaining the schedules for the industry 
efforts. 

2.6.2 The TM may require the contractor to develop and test prototype implementations 
of key security functionality tied to an NGN Priority Services implementation 
within an IMS test bed to verify the feasibility of creating integrated solutions that 
meet the proposed requirements. The results of this prototype testing will be 
presented to OMNCS in a technical report and will be fed back into the 
requirements process where necessary. 

2.6.3 The contractor shall work with OMNCS standards representatives to identify and 
resolve technical issues relating to these NGN Priority Services security work 
efforts, as appropriate. Based on the specific access network, security 
requirements and the core network security baseline, this security task may 
include the teclmical contributions to be submitted to the various industry 
standards bodies, as appropriate. The contractor shall work with the industry to 
harmonize and align all standards activities with the NGN Priority Services 
security specifications. 

2.7 Task 7: Demonstrations/Prototypes/Tests/Comparative Studies 

The OMNCS work is focused on rapidly developing communications 
technologies and how best to exploit these technologies to suppo1t NGN Priority 
Services requirements. Short-term demonstrations of these capabilities, products, 
and concepts might be required in addition to analytical testing to prove the 
performance of different vendor products/technical approaches, or concepts. 
These demonstrations and/or tests shall be, at a minimum, in the areas of security, 
signaling, wireless, and packet-based technologies. 

As directed by the Task Monitor, the contractor will provide the following 
services: 

2.7.1 Construct prototype(s) or test-bed(s) which simulate the implementation 
characteristics of the priority services applications, security and signaling 
technologies 

2.7.2 Validate the pe1formancc requirements specified in the NGN Priority Services 
industry requirements groups for access and core networks 

2.7.3 Develop service level performance and reliability specifications. 
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2. 7.4 Conduct demonstrations and/or testing studies to validate the performance of 
different vendor products/technical approaches, or concepts. These 
demonstrations and testing studies shall include, but not limited to, the following: 

• End-to-end performance testing (including access and core networks) 

• Testing of multi-access networks (including communications between 
different technologies networks, e.g., WIMAX and LTE networks) 

• Testing of multi service provider networks 
3 Deliverable/Delivery Schedule: 

2.1.1 

2.1.2 

2.1.3 

2.2 

The aforementioned task descriptions are a synopsis of work to be performed. 
Following are details of the deliverables for the relevant tasks. 

Kickoff As directed by 
PM/TM 

Project Plans and Work Within ten (10) 
Break Down Structures business days of the 

beginning date of a 
Project. 

Hold Quarterly Program Within fifteen (15) 
Reviews (QPRs) and dellver business days of the 
Monthly Status Reports closing quarter and 
(MSRs). ten (10) business 

days of the month. 

Technical Assessments, As scheduled by TM 
Analyses, Studies, White after award 
Papers and Reports 

As directed by 
PM/TM 

As directed by 
PM/TM 

As directed by 
PM/TM 

As directed by 
PM/TM 

As directed by 
/PMTM 

As directed by 
PM/TM 

As directed by 
PM/TM 

As directed by 
PM/TM 

2.3.20 Technical Contributions or As directed by As directed by As required by 
meeting 
schedules of 

Reports PM/TM PM/TM 

entities listed in 
Section 2.3.21 
Number of 
contributions: up 
to 5 per 
meeting. 
For Industry 
Requirements 
contractor work 
products, up to 6 
reports required 
during the TO 
period of 
performance 
(PoP). 

......... ___ ·1 
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2.4.1 Ad hoc analysis/verification As directed by TM 

2.4.2 Telecommunications and As directed by TM 
modeling consultation 

2.4.6 Network modeling analyses As directed by TM 
reports, whitepapers, and 
briefings 

2.5.1 Update of UCI standalone As directed by TM 
SQL Database 

2.5.2 Enhancement of UCI As directed by TM 
Metrics and SQL Database 

2.5.3 UCI Traffic Characterization At the end ofTO PoP 
for Major CON US Routes 

2.5.4 Provide recommendations Recommendations 
and solution forfuture and solution eight 
virtuallzation of UCI (8) months after TO 
information award. 

Final version due at 
the end of the POP 

2.5.5 Briefings and Whitepapers As directed by TM 

2.6.1 Industry conference As directed by TM 
calls/meetings 

2.6.1 NGN Priority Services LTE Draft- As 
Security Requirements & developed 
Incorporation into updated 
IR Final -Jun 2011 

2.6.1 IMS Core Network Security Draft-As developed 
Requirements & 
incorporation into updated Final -Jun 20ll 
IR 

2.6.1 NGN Priority Services EV- Drafts-As 
DO risk analysis & security developed 
requirements Final -Jun 2011 
Incorporation Into updated 
IR 

Std Dist* 

Std Dist* 

Std Dist* 

N/A 
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As directed by 
TM 

As directed by 
TM 

As directed by 
TM 

Ongoing 

As directed by TM Ongoing 

As directed by 
PM/TM 

As directed by Draft and Final 
PM/TM 

Std Dist* Draft and Final 

As directed by 
TM 

Std Dist*: 1 time 
1 original 
5 copies 

Std Dist*: 1 time 
1 original 
5 copies 

Std Dist*: ltime 
1 original 
5 copies 

············-··--1 

I 
I 
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2.6.1 NGN Priority Services UMTS Final-Jun 2011 Std Dist•: 1time 

security requirements 1 original 
Incorporation Into updated 5 copies 
IR 

2.6.2 NGN Priority Services Drafts -As Std Dist*: ltime 
Security Prototype developed 1 original 
Assessment Final -Jun 2011 5 copies 

*Standard Distribution 

• I copy of the transmittal letter without the deliverable to the Contracting Officer (CO) 

• I copy of the transmittal letter and the deliverable to the Contracting Officer's 
Technical Representative (COTR) 

• 1 copy of the transmittal letter and the deliverable to the Task Monitor (s) (TMs) 

4 Ad-Hoc Support (Optional) 

As detem1ined to be necessary and as approved by the Government, the Contractor 
shall provide additional support to meet operational requirements. The Contractor 
shall seek Government approval in advance before incurring any costs associated 
with surge support. Government approval shall be authorized by the Contracting 
Officer 

5 Packaging, Packing, and Shipping: 

Final documentation deliverables shall be provided in hard and soft copy using 
Microsoft Office compatible products. Daily, weekly, interim, informal deliverable 
and working-copy products required for on-going general support may be provided 
by e-mail or disk (CD) as approved by the COTR. 

Final Soft Copy Materials: Final soft copy deliverables shall be developed using 
the current version of Microsoft OFFICE software (Word, PowerPoint and/or other 
applications) and provided on a CD-ROM or other government-approved medium. 
If more than one deliverable is provided at the same time, deliverables may be on the 
same software medium. 

Final Hard Copy Materials: Final hard copy shall be type-written on 8 Yi'' x 11" 
papers, sized appropriately for the intended deliverable. The Contractor shall not use 
spiral binding or other binding that interferes with photocopying. 

... ,, ............. _~!' 
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Acceptance Criteria: The COTR will review all draft and final deliverables to 
ensure accuracy, functionality, completeness, professional quality, and overall 
compliance with the guidelines/requirements of the delivery order. The Contractor 
shall ensure the accuracy and completeness of the deliverable. Etmrs, misleading, or 
unclear statements, incomplete or irrelevant information, and or excessive rhetoric, 
repetition, and "padding", shall be considered deficiencies and shall be subject to 
correction by the Contractor at no additional cost to the Government. Unless 
otherwise indicated, the government will require fifteen (15) working days to review 
and comment on deliverables. If the deliverable does not meet the noted criteria, the 
Government will return it. 

Rejection Procedures: After notification that the deliverable did not meet the· 
acceptance criteria, the Contractor shall resubmit an updated/corrected version 
within ten (I 0) working days after receipt of Government comments. Upon re
submission by the Contractor, the Government will reapply the Acceptance Criteria. 
If the corrected version of the deliverable does not meet the acceptance criteria, the 
Government may consider the Contractor as having deficient performance with 
respect to the subject task. The Government shall have :fifteen (15) working days to 
respond to deliverables. 

7 Other Pertinent Information or Special Considerations: 

Identification of Non-Disclosure Requirements: Access to proprietary data is not a 
fundamental requirement for execution ofthis task. However, when access to 
proprietary information is necessary to perform work, the Contractor shall be 
required to sign a Non-Disclosure Agreement with various members of the 
telecommunications industry. Contractor and all non federal employees involved in 
the NSIE tasks are required to sign the NSIE NDA upon award of the task order. A 
copy of all ND A's generated within the telecommunications industry associated with 
work under this task order shall be provided to the Contracting Officer. 

Intellectual Property Rights: All specified draft and final deliverables become the 
prope1iy of the Government. All model(s) and prototypes, including all source code, 
compiled code, executable code, object and software algorithm that the Contractor 
may develop under this task order shall become the property of the Government. All 
OMNCS databases and the providers' proprietary data shall be used solely for 
official government purposes. 

8 Govemmeut-Furnished Equipment {GFE)!Government-Fumished Information 
(GFD: 

GFE: No specific Government Furnished Equipment (GFE) will be provided, but if 
the mission requires, OMNCS will provide GFE at the Contractor's request or 
authorize purchase/rental of the equipment. Upon completion of this task order, the 

r 
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Contractor shall submit, to the Program Office, a complete inventory of all GFE in 
his/her possession under the task order that has not been tested to destruction, 
completely expended in performance, or incorporated and made a part of a 
deliverable end item. The Program Office will furnish disposition instructions for all 
property, which was furnished or purchased under this Task Order. 

GFI: The Government will provide information to facilitate contractor performance 
of work with respect to Sub-Task 2.3.20, of Task 3: Standards. IMS Industry 
Requirements Group. The titles of this information are as follows: Core IR 
Document, Access IR HRPD Document, Access eHRPD Document, Access IR 
UMTS Document, Access IR LTE Document, Access IR WiMAX Document, 
Access IR Satellite Document. DHS is not providing any intellectual property rights 
in the Government Furnished Information beyond the date oftennination or closure 
of the contract. 

9 Security 

Contract Security Classification 

This contract effort is unclassified. 

Contractor Information 

Performance of this contract requires the Contractor to have access to sensitive but 
unclassified (SBU) information (includes documents and material). SBU is 
unclassified information for official use only. Contractor employees that do not have 
a security clearance and require access to SBU information will be given a suitability 
determination. Requirements for suitability determination are defined in paragraph 
3.0, security language for SBU contracts. 

The Contractor shall abide by the requirements set forth in the])]} Fol'm 254, 
Contract Security Classification Specification, and the National Industrial Security 
Program Operating Manual (NISPOM) for protection of classified information at its 
cleared facility, if applicable, as directed by the Defense Security Service. If the 
Contractor is required to have access to classified information at a DHS or other 
Government Facility, it shall abide by the requirements set forth by the agency. 

10 Employment Eligibility 

Subject to existing law, regulations and/or other provisions of this contract, illegal or 
undocumented aliens shall not be employed by the Contractor or perform on this 
contract. The Contractor shall ensure this provision is expressly incorporated into 
any and all subcontracts or subordinate agreements issued in support of this contract. 
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DHS reserves 1he right to deny and/or restrict entrance to government facilities, 
prohibit employees from assigned work under the contract, deny and/or restrict 
handling of classified documents/material to any Contractor employee who DHS 
determines to present a risk of compromising classified and/or sensitive Government 
information. 

The DRS Security Office may require drug screening at any time for probable cause 
and/or when the Contractor independently identifies circumstances where ptobable 
cause exists. 

The Contractor shall report to the OHS Security Office any and all adverse 
information brought to their attention concerning employees performing under this 
contract. Reports based on rumor or illlluendo shall not be included. The subsequent 
termination of employment of an employee does not obviate the requirement to 
submit this report. The report shall include the employee's name and social secmity 
number, along with the adverse information being reported. 

12 Termination 

The DHS Security Office shall be notified of all terminations/resignations within five 
(5) days of occurrence. The Contractor shall return to the Contracting Officer 
Technical Representative (COTR) all DI-IS issued identification cards and building 
passes that have either expired or have been collected from tenninated employees. If 
an identification card or building pass is not available to be returned, a report sllB.11 be 
submitted to the COTR, referencing 1he pass or card number, name of individual to 
whom issued and the last known location and disposition of the pass or card. 

l3 Security Management 

TI1e Contractor shall appoint a senior official to act as a Security Officer. The 
individual shall interface with the DHS Secmity Office through the COTR on all 
security matters, to include physical, personnel, and protection of all classified 
documents/material handled by the Contractor. 

The COTR and DHS Security Office will have the right to inspect procedures, 
methods and facilities utilized by the Contractor to comply with the security 
requirements under this contract. Should 1he COTR or DRS Security Office 
determine that the Contractor is not in compliance with the security requirements of 
the co111:l.'act, 1he Contracting Officer will notify the Contractor, in writing of the 
appropriate action that will be talcen to rectify any non-compliance to the contract 
security requirements. 
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DHS shall exercise full control over graoting, denying, withholding or terminating 
unescorted goverrnnent facility and/or access to or haodling of both classified aod 
sensitive Government information to Contractor employees based upon the results of 
a background investigation. DHS may, as deems appropriate, authorize aod graot a 
favorable Entry On Duty (BOD) decision based on preliminary security checks. The 
favorable BOD decision would allow the employees to commence work temporarily 
prior to the completion of the full investigation. The granting of a favorable BOD 
decision shall not be considered as assurance that a full employment suitability 
authorization will follow as a result thereof. The granting of a favorable BOD 
decision or a full employment suitability determination shall in no way prevent, 
preclude, or bar the withdrawal or termination of any snch access by DHS, at any 
time during the term of the contract. No employee of the Contractor shall be allowed 
unescorted access to a Government facility without a favorable BOD decision or 
suitability determination by the Security Office. Contract employees assigned to the 
contract not requiring access to sensitive DHS infonnation or recurring access to 
DHS facilities will not be subject to secuxity suitability screening. 

Contract employees waiting for an BOD decision may begin work on the contract 
provided they do not access sensitive Govennnent information. Limited access to 
Government buildings is allowable prior to the BOD decision ifthe Contractor is 
escorted by a Government employee. This limited access allows Contractors to 
attend briefings, non-recurring meetings and begin traosition work. 

15 Background Investigations 

Contract employees (to include applicaots, temporaries, part-time aod replacement 
employees) under the contract, requiring access to sensitive information, shall 
undergo a position sensitivity aoalysis based on the duties each individual will 
perform on the contract. The results of the position sensitivity analysis shall identify 
the appropriate background investigation to be conducted. All backgrom1d 
investigations will be processed through the DHS Security Office. Prospective 
Contractor employees shall submit the following completed fonns to the DHS 
·Security Office through the COTR no less than thirty (30) days before the start date 
of the contract, or thhty (30) days prior to entry on duty of any employees, whether a 
replacement, addition, subcontractor employee, or vendor: 

Standard Form 85P, "Questionnaire for Public Trnst Positions" 

FD Form 258, "Fingerprint Card" (2 copies) 

Conditional Access To Sensitive But Unclassified Information Non-Disclosure 
Agreement (DHS Form 11000-6) 

Disclosl\l'e and Authorization Pertaining to Consumer Reports Pursuant to the Fair 
Credit Reporting Act (DHS Form 11000-9) 
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Required forms will be provided by DHS at the time of award of the contract. Only 
complete packages will be accepted by the DHS Security Office. Specific 
instructions on submission of packages will be provided upon award of the contract. 

Be advised that unless an applicant requiring access to sensitive information has 
resided in the US for three of the past five years, the Government may not be able to 
complete a satisfactory background investigation. In such cases, DRS retains the 
right to deem an applicant as ineligible due to insufficient background information. 

The use ofNon-U.S. citizens, including Lawful Permanent Residents (LPRs), is not 
permitted in the performance of this contract for aily position that involves access to 
or development of any DHS Information Technology (IT) systems. DRS will 
consider only U.S. Citizens and LPRs for employment on this contract. DRS Will 
not approve LPRs for employment on this contract in any position that requires the 
LPR to access or assist in the development operation, management or maintenance of 
DHS IT systems. By signing this contract, the Contractor agrees to this restriction. 
In those instances where other non-IT requirements contained in the contract can be 
met by using LPRs, those requirements shall be clearly described. 

16 Information Teclmology Security Clearance 

When sensitive government information is processed on Department 
telecommunications and automated information systems, the Contractor shall 
provide for the administrative control of sensitive data being processed and adhere to 
the procedures governing such data as outlined in "DHS IT Security Program -
Publication DHS MD 4300.Pub". Contractor personnel must have favorably 
adjudicated background investigations commensurate with the defined sensitivity 
level. 

Contractors who fail to comply with Department security policy are subject to 
having their access to Department IT systems and facilities terminated, whether or 
not the failure results in criminal prosecution. Any person who improperly discloses 
sensitive information is subject to criminal and civil penalties and sanctions wider a 
variety oflaws (e.g., Privacy Act). 

17 Information Technology Security Training And Oversight 

All Contractor employees using DepaJlment automated systems or processing 
Department sensitive data shall be required to receive Security Awareness Training. 
This training will be provided by the appropriate component agency ofDHS. 

Contractors involved with management, use, or operation of any IT systems that 
handle sensitive information within or under the supervision of the Department, shall 
receive periodic training at least aimually in security awmeness and accepted security 
practices and systems rules of behavior. Depaitment Contractors, with significant 
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LIMITATION OF FUTURE CONTRACTING f3052.209-73)(JUN 2006) 

(a) The Contracting Officer has detem1ined that this acquisition may give rise to a 
potential organizational conflict of interest. Accordingly, the attention of prospective 
offerors is invited to FAR Subpart 9 .5--0rganizational Conflicts of Interest. 

(b) The nature of this conflict is that a contractor may have had access to non-public 
information gained in the pe1formance of a DHS contract that could provide them with an 
unfair advantage regarding the instant acquisition. 

(c) The rest1'ictions upon future contracting are as follows: 

(1) If the Contractor, under the terms of this contract, or througll the performance of tasks 
pursuant to this contract, is required to develop specifications or statements of work that 
are to be incorporated into a solicitation, the Cont1·actor shall be ineligible to perform the 
work described in that solicitation as a prime or first-tier subcontractor m1der an ensuing 
DHS contract. This restriction shall remain in effect for a reasonable time, as agreed to by 
the Contracting Officer and the Contractor, sufficient to avoid Ullfair competitive 
advantage or potential bias (this time shall in no case be less than the duration of the 
initial production contract). DHS shall not Ullilaterally require the Contractor to prepare 
such specifications or statements of work llilder this contract. 

(2) To the extent that the work under this contract requires access to proprietary, business 
confidential, or financial data of other companies, and as long as these data remain 
proprietary or confidential, the Contractor shall protect these data from Ullauthorized use 
and disclosure and agrees not to use them to compete with those other companies. 

(End ofclause) 

KEY PERSONNEL OR FACILITIES (DEC 2Q03) 

(a) The personnel or facilities specified below are considered essential to the work being 
performed under this contract and may, with the consent of the contracting parties, be 
changed from time to time during the course of the contract by adding or deleting 
persollllel or facilities, as appropriate. 

(b) Before removing or replacing any of the specified individuals or facilities, the 
Contractor shall notify the Contracting Officer, in writing, before the change becomes 
effective. The Contractor shall submit sufficient information to support the proposed 
action and to enable the Cont1·acting Officer to evaluate the potential impact of the 
change on this contract. 

The Contractor shall not remove or replace persollllel or facilities until the Cont1·acting 
Officer approves the change. 
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Optional Task fo1· Surge Support 

The contractor shall not incur any costs under this optional task unless prior authorization 
is received from the Contracting Officer. The Government reserves the right to activate a 
portion or all of the capacity allowed under these line items 0009 and 1009 based upon 
the identified needs of the progran1 office. 

20. Clauses incorporated by reference 

52.227-11 
52.227-16 
52.227-17 
52.232-22 

Patent Rights - Ownership by the Contractor (DEC 2007) 
Additional Data Requirements (JUNE 1987 
Rights in Data- Special Works (DEC 2007) 
Limitation of Funds (APR 1984) 
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STATEMENT OF WORJ( 

Telecommunications Technical Support Services 

1 Baclw1·ouud: 

1.1 Introduction: 

The traditional circuit-switched network, called the Public Switched Telephone Network (PSTN), mainly 
supports voice services. It is being transitioned to a packet-switched network~the Next Generation 
Network (NGN)-which will support voice and broadband services over wireline backbone networks, 
with wireline and wireless access networks. NGN will make use of Quality of Se1vice' (QoS) enabled 
transport technologies in which service-related functions are independent of the underlying multiple 
transport technologies. 

Presidential Executive Order 12472 (BO 12472) directs the Office of the Manager, National 
Communications System (OMNCS) to " ... include planning for, developing, and implementing 
enhancements to the national telecommunications infrastructure to achieve measurable improvements in 
survivability, interoperability, and operational effectiveness under all conditions and s.eeking greater 
effectivettess in managing and using national telecommunication resources to suppo1t the Government 
during any emergency." In addition, the President's National Security Telecommunications Advisory 
Committee's (NSTAC) Next Generation Network Task Force (NGNTF) Report of March 28, 2006, and 
subsequent reports, recommended that the OMNCS include NGN technology in its planning for future 
national security and emergency preparedness (NS/EP) telecommunications evolutionary programs. The 
OMNCS must ensure the seamless transition from PSTN-based Priority Services to NGN-based Priority 
se1vices. 

The OMNCS requires technical support to fulfill the mission of BO 12472, the intent of the Office of 
Management and Budget (OMB) circular number A-119 on Government participation in volunta1y 
standards development, and NSTAC objectives and recommendations. In general, the suppmt required 
includes technical studies, analyses and prototype testing; white papers and technical reports; 
identification or recommendations of standards and Request For Comments (RFCs) with specific 
functionalities that have good potential for priority service approaches, and technical contributions to 
non-governmental standards bodies. 

1.2 Standards Background: 

The OMNCS is required to provide priority communications services to NS/BP users across public 
networks. Wireless Priority Services (WPS) provide the basis for such priority capabilities in current zn<l 

Generation (2G) wil'eless networks. The telecommunication indust1y standards groups are addressing the 
evolution of wireless networks from the current 2G/2.5G technologies/system.~.to 3'a Generation (3G), 
Wireless Fidelity (WiFi), Worldwide Interoperability for Microwave Access (WiMax), IP Multimedia 
Subsystem (IMS), and Long Tenn Evolution (LTE) based technologies/systems, which will provide 
greater efficiencies and additional user services. Other wireless networks that may be of interest are 
Universal Mobile Telecommunications System (UMTS), Wireless Local Area Networks (LAN), Ultra 
Mobile Broadband (UMB), and satellite. Indust1y groups are also looking into the structure of Se1vice 
Level Agreements (SLAs) that will be necessary to spell out performance and quality of service criteria 
beneficial to users. 
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As the wireless networks evolve, NON Priori1y Services need to be incorporated into the newer 
technologies and network types. As a result, work is needed to specify the end-to-end NGN priority 
service capabilities for real-time voice, data, video, and multimedia communications services. Some of 
the pertinent standards groups include: 3'• Generation Partnership Project (3GPJ'), 3GPP2, the Alliance 
for Telecommunications Industry Solutions (ATIS), the International Telecommunication Union (ITU), 
the Telecommunications Industry Associates (TIA), the IEEE, the Internet Engineering Task Force 
(IETF), the European Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI), the TeleManagement Forum 
(TMF}, the WiMAX Forum, and similar bodies. 

1.3 Modeling Background: 

The OMNCS uses modeling and simulation capabilities to conduct analyses of the evolving public and 
private telecommunications systems in support of its NON Priori1y Services mission. The Modeling, 
Analysis, and Technology Assessments (MA TA) Team, maintains a telecommunications infrastructure 
modeling and analysis capability to identify those assets most critical to the successful operation of NGN 
Priority Services, to predict and mitigate the effect oftelecom1mmications failures on the national 
leadership's abili1y to communicate during times of crisis, and to conduct studies to quantify the 
dependence of critical government networks on existing and new telecommunications technologies. 
MATA must continually model and analyze telecommunications technologies because of significant 
network changes. This task will provide expertise and updated information about the changing 
telecommunications infrastructure, to help resolve gaps in the current suite of tools, and effectively 
manage additional modeling and simulation capabilities. 

1.4 Cable Infrastructure Background: 

The OMNCS developed undersea cable infrastructure (UCI) analysis and health assessment capabilities 
that help influence network design and services to further the NON Priority Services mission. Because of 
significant dependence of the global telecommunications network on undersea cable transport, the 
OMNCS must continually review the resiliency and smvivability of this critical infrastructure. This task 
will provide ongoing analyses of this infrastructure; assistance in the development of a mitigation, 
warning, and verification process and plan; modeling of failures and restoration; and analysis of 
alternative transport capabilities. 

1.5 Security Background: 

To support voice, data, and video services, various telecommunications standards bodies have specified 
NON architectmes based on tl1e 3GPP IMS. These new distributed architectures introduce a set of risks 
for the NON itself and the interconnection to the legacy PSTN. 

The OMNCS has responded to this maj01· shift in the telecommunications infrastructure by working to 
define NON Priority Services for NON/IMS 1ietworks. Security risks in access and core networks must 
be mitigated up front to protect the users and services from unauthorized use, and from service 
availabili1y and integri1y exploits. It is also critical to understand the securi1y1peeds of se1vice providers 
and authorized service users. 

DHS funds may not be used for the :prnvision of food and beverages unless the program office obtains 
·prior approval from the DHS Office of General Counsel. The contractor shall also comply with all other 
DHS restrictions concerning the use of funds for conferences and meetings. · 
Various task deliverables and delivery schedules are sho\\11 at end of this section. 
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2.1 Task 1-Progrnm Management 

• A summary of resource expenditures for all tasks (including a breakdown of the individual cost 
elements, i.e., program management support, program review/auditing, contracts management, 
strategic planning, etc). The core objective is to show an association between contract 
expenditures and task order deliverables. 

• An overview of work completed, in progress, and planned for each task. 

• A Microsoft Excel spreadsheet (exact format will be provided upon task order award) that 
includes the following: 

o Labor hours expended by task, name, and labor catego1y 

o Other Direct Costs (ODC) and Travel Expenses incurred. Supporting documentation 
may be requested by the Contracting Officer's Technical Representative (COTR) 

2.1.1 Conduct an initial kickoff Technical Interchange Meeting (TIM) within IS business days after 
formal acceptance of this task order to review task requirements and establish fitm dates for the 
tasks identified in the deliverables schedule. 

2.1.2 Provide Project Management Plans for individual tasks in Microsoft (MS) Project fonnat with 
appropriate Work Breakdown Structures (WBS) that reflect resources by labor category, 
milestones, project start/completion dates, and other applicable information to assist the COTR 
and Government Task Leads in assessing costs, budget, and schedule. 

2.1.3 Quartedy Program Status Reviews (QPSRs) within IS business days of the end of the quarter, 
and deliver Monthly Status Reports (MSRs) within ten business days of the end oftl1e month. At 
a minimum, MSRs should include the following: 

· • Tasks worked, hours expended on tasks, and labor categories per {ask 

• An overview of work completed, in progress, and planned 

• Identification of problem areas with recommended remedial actions 

• Summary of resource expenditures 

• Status of all issues identified during the course of the last review 

• ODC and Travel Expenses incu1Ted 

• Minutes of meetings attended 

• Other items as.required by the COTR 

2.2 'fask 2: Technical Assessments, Analyses, Studies, White Papers and Reports 

As telecommunications network technologies continue to evolve and are,Jmplemented in the public 
switched network, numerous network improvements--such as wireless, broadband, management, 
and optical networldng teclmologies-·~are expected. The Government may select specific technical 
topics related to these improvements for which the Contractor shall prepare technical talks or 
presentations. The results of this work shall also be documented in technical reports, white papers, 
and briefings. 

2.2.1 When directed by the Government, the Contractor shall conduct studies to determine how 
improvements and advances in telecommunications technologies may impact the security of the 
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public network and the mission to provide priority services in emergency/overload conditions. 
The Contractor shall identify major issues of concern that may be associated with the 
improvement or introduction of new telecommunications technologies and shall recommend 
approaches to be taken by the Government to reduce overall vulnerability and ensure priority 

~ 

access. 

These studies shall be based on the Contractoi,'s knowledge of the introduction of these 
technologies and will emphasize the security vulnerabilities and priority aspects of the 
architectures for the Government Emergency Telecommunications Services (GETS) application 
and extending to NON Priority Services applications. Topics to be reported on may include, but 
are not limited to: 
• advances related to presence, messaging, identity management, software defined radios, new 

wireless technologies 
• Automatic Switched Transport Networks (ASTN) 
• Application Programming Interface (AP!) based service creation environments 
• emerging protocols (e.g., Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) and DIAMETER) 
• network timing and synchronization 
• network controlled intelligent devices, smart cards, and voice recognition 
• network based storage and computing 
• network evolution 
• optical burst and packet switching technology 
• Gigabit and 1 OGbE, switching technologies for optical networks 
• wavelength agility and its applications 
• transport technologies (e.g., Dense Wavelength Division Multiplexing [DWDM] and 

undersea cable) 
• quantum c1yptography 

As required by the Govenunent, the Contractor shall propose appropriate capabilities to address 
shortfalls in NGN Priority Services and provide overviews and analyses of a full spectrum of 
these technology topics. Additionally, the Contractor may be asked to identify technical focus 
areas in NGN wireline and wireless standards where priority services m·e not fully addressed or 
defined. 

As required by the Government, the Contractor shall conduct research that analyzes service 
survivability mechanisms of emerging broadband IP-based technologies, helping to specify and 
develop processing priorities and service survivability functionality fol' these emerging networks, 
and working on control and restoration regimes that can restore services on a priority basis after a 
major transport failm·e. The work will be applicable to private Government networks, public 
networks, and integrated private-public networks. The Contractor shall also conduct research that 
analyzes the survivability of the expected architecture of the NGN. Based on a provided set of 
threat assumptions, the survivability of that network and availability i\'fnetwork resources and 
bandwidth to support NGN Priority Services applications will be modeled and estimated. These 
analyses shall be documented in a series of technical reports .. 
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2.3 Task 3: Standards 

2.3.1 ITU-T Study Group 2 (Operational aspects of service provision, networks and performance) 

Study Group 2 is responsible for studies relating to: 

• principles of service provision, definition and operational requirements of service emulation; 

• numbering, naming, addressing requirements and resource assignment including criteria and 
procedures for reservation and assignment; 

• routing and interworking requirements; 

• operational aspects of networks and associated performance requirements including network 
traffic management, quality of service (traffic engineering, operational performance and 
service measurements); 

• operational aspects of inteJworking between traditional telecommunication networks and 
evolving networks; and 

The Contractor shall support standardization work (e.g., technical contributions, analysis, other 
technical initiatives) toward the primary objective of fully integrating NGN Priority Services 
management and infotmation sharing requirements in emerging commercial telecommunication 
service capabilities. 

2.3.2 ITU-T Study Group 11 {Protocols and test specifications) 

Study Group 11 is responsible for studies relating to signaling requirements.and protocols for 
telephony, Intelligent Networks (IN), !SDN, and Broadband ISON, in addition to signaling 
support for and interconnection to NGN and IP networks. With respect to signaling, two 
technical work areas of interest are as follows: 

• Signaling reqnirements for new, value added, NGN and IP-based services. 

• Access,. core network and interconnection signaling for advanced services 

The Contractor shall support NGN Priority Services technical efforts, as stated above, by 
focusing initial technical efforts on the areas listed above. The Contractor shall participate and 
attend meetings of Study Group I land associated NGN-GSI initiatives to provide technical 
assistance to official OMNCS delegates in the development of Recommendations (e.g., TRQ 
Recommendations). Contractor support will help ensure that NGN Priority Services 
functionalities (from the signaling perspective) become part of ITU-T Recommendations. The 
Contractor shall take into account Signaling System No. 7 (SS7) interfaces with respect to and 
interconnection to IP telephony and NGN signaling protocol development, in addition to 
signaling for IP-to:]p network interconnections. The Contractor shall also take into account 
relevant task objectives, work items, and other study points relevant to NGN Priority Services. 

2.3.3 ITU-T Study Group 13 (Future Networks and NGN) ,, 
Study Group 13 is the Lead Study Group in the ITU-T for NGN. With respect to this Study 
Group work effort, Questions 5f13 (Architecture) and 16/13 (Secmity) are the work areas most 
relevant for the Contractor. Advancement of the development of Draft Recommendation Y.2205 
RI (Next Generation Networks - Emergency Telecommunications -Technical Considerations) 
within Question 5 is the prime document where Contractor technical support is needed to assist 
the OMNCS editor of this draft. When approved as a new ITU-T Recommendation, the 
contractor will use this new Recommendation as a baseline framework to support development of 
a relevant successor draft Recommendations. 
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The work of this Study Group, along with the work of Study Group 11, also encompasses NGN 
Global Standards Initiative (NGN-GSI) events of the ITU-T. Note: the ITU-T may change the 
name of the NGN Global Standards Initiative in the near future. However, the work of the 
corttractor will be the same as in the NGN-GSI. 

2.3.4 ITU-T Study Group 15 (Optical and other transport network infrastructures) 

!TU-T Study Group IS, as the lead Study Group on optical technology and access networks is 
responsible for studies and Recommendations on transport network- data, management, and 
control planes and suppmting systems. This work encompasses access and core networks 
including capabilities and protocols for end user - network interactions. With respect to these 
capabilities, the following Study Group 15 families of standards (Recommendations) require 
supp011: Signaling, Automatic Switched Optical Network, (ASON) Architecture, Ethernet, 
Routing, and Discove1y. If requested by the Government, the Contractor shall support technical 
objectives by focusing effo1ts on these above listed families of standards technical areas. 

2.3.5 ITU-T Study Group 16 (Multimedia terminals, systems and applications). 

ITU-T SG 16 is responsible for studies and specifications relating to multimedia service 
definition and multimedia systems. It is the Lead Study Group on Multimedia Services, Systems 
and Terminals. It is also the Lead Study Group on e-business aud e-commerce. 

Study Group 16 works on the following items: 

• Definition of a framework and roadmaps for the harmonized and coordinated development of 
multimedia communication standargization to provide guidance across ITU-T study groups, 
and in close cooperation with other regional and international SDOs and industry forums; 
these studies include mobility, IP and interactive broadcasting aspects; 

• Definition of multimedia protocol and network architectures; 

• Operation of multimedia systems and services, including interopel-ability; 

• Protocols for multimedia systems and services (e.g., H.248 and H.246); 

• Media coding and signal processing; 

• Multimedia te1111inals including facsimile terminals; 

• QoS and end-to-end performance in multimedia systems; 

• Security of multimedia systems and services; 

• Ensuring end-to-end interopera~i!ity between systems and gateways; 

The Contractor shall focus technical efforts on some of the items listed above in support of 
specifying basic Emergency Telecommunications Service (ETS) capabilities in the network. The 
capabilities of interest will be coordinated with the Contractor efforts in the other relevant ITU-T 
Study Groups and national standards bodies. Contractor suppo1t will help ensure that NON 
Priority Services functionalities become part of emerging ITU-T Recommendations. The 
Contractor shall take into account all task objectives, work items, and''other Question Study points 
relevant to NON Priority Services. 

2.3.6 JTU-T Study Group 17 (Security languages and telecommunication software) 

StudY. Group 17 has been designated the Lead SG for Telecommunication Security. lfrequested 
by the Government, the Contractor shall pruticipate in this SG to facilitate and develop security 
capabilities related to ETS. All efforts will be coordinated with security efforts in ATIS and other 
Study Groups. I 

' I 
I 
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2.3.7 ATIS PRQC (Network Performance, Reliability and Quality of Service Committee) 

PRQC develops and recommends standards, requirements, and technical reports related to the 
performance, reliability, and associated security aspects of telecommunications networks, as well 
as the processing of voice, audio, data, image, and video signals, and nmltimedia. PRQC also 
develops and recommends positions on, and fosters consistency with, standards and related 
subjects under consideration in other North American and international standards bodies. 

If requested by the Government, the Contractor shall suppott standardization work (e.g., technical 
contributions, analysis, other technical initiatives) toward the primary objective of fully 
integrating NGN Priority Services management and infonnation sharing requirements in 
emerging commercial telecommunication service capabilities. The focus of this work may include 
assisting PRQC on ETS related topics such as Reliability/ Availability and Survivability/ 
Endurability, particularly those for which it is important to achieve consistency with other 
standards bodies (e.g., PTSC, TMOC, ITU-T Study Group 2). This effort may also include ETS 
user security requirements and the specification ofETS bearer security capabilities. 

2.3.8 ATIS PTSC (Packet Technologies and Systems Committee) 

The PTSC is presently the key national standards body for the development and specifications of 
PSTN, NGN and IP-based network services, architectures, signaling/control capabilities, and 
network interconnection. h1 addition, it is responsible for the development of security capabilities 
for signaling and control. A major focus is on the specification ofNGN IP-based infrastructures 
that would support Voice over IP (VoIP) and other services on a carrier's network and between 
networks. Reliable and secure interconnection and routing between IP networks and between the 
PSTN at\d IP networks are of major conuern. 

Because the PTSC serves as a prime source of USA contributions (on Signaling/Control) to !TU
T Study Group 11, the Contractor shall write contributions to Study Group 11 and participate in 
PTSC meetings. In support of the development and specification ofETS, the Contractor shall 
contribute to PTSC to advance the US standards and liaison activities with other A TIS 
subcommittees (e.g., PRQC) or other groups (e.g., IETF), as appropriate. The Contractor will 
coordinate with the OMNCS on the development of technical contributions to the PTSC intended 
for these other groups. 

2.3.9 ATIS TMOC (Telecommunications Management and Operations Committee) 

The Telecom Management and Operations Committee ('IMOC) develops operatious, 
administration, mainteuance and provisioning standards, and other documentation related to 
Operations Suppo1t System (OSS) and Network Element (NE) functions and interfaces for 
communications networks - with an emphasis on standards development related to U.S.A. 
communication networks in coordination with the development of international standards 

The Contractor, ifrequested by the Government, shall support standardizati011 work (e.g., 
technical contributions, analysis, other technical initiatives), toward the primary objective of fully 
integrating NGN Priority Services management and information shai·ing requirements in 
emerging commercial telecommunication service capabilities. The standardization work may 
include one or more of the following: 

• development of USA contributions in support of related ITU-T Study Group 2 management 
activities (e.g., specification ofETS Matiagement Service); 

• Interface specification work to support Telecom Information Sharing and Analysis Center 
(ISAC) information interchange. 
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2.3.10 ATIS OPTXS (Optical Transport and Synchronization Committee) 

OPTXS serves as a prime source of USA contributions to ITU-T Study Group 15. If requested by 
the.Government, the Contractor shall write contributions for, and participate in, OPTXS · 
meetings. · * 

If requested by the Government, the Contractor shall submit from one to three contribntions to 
these meetings identifying actions that OPTXS can take to promote NON Priority Services 
suppo11 in Optical Networks .. 

2.3.11 illTF (Internet Engineering Task Force 

The Internet Engineering Task Force is an open international community of network designers, 
operators, vendors, and researchers concerned with the evolution and operation of IP-based 
architectures and services. If requested by the Government, the Contractor shall supp01t NON 
Priority Services efforts by focusing technical efforts on relevant areas of interest. Contractor 
support will help ensure that NON Priority Services functionalities become part of emerging 
IETF protocol work. 

2.3.12 TeleManagement Forum (TM Forum) 

· The TM Forum is an international forum of approximately 700 member companies and 
organizations (such as the OMNCS). The Forum provides leadership, strategic guidance and 
practical solutions to improve the management and operation of infonnation and communications 
services. OMNCS interest areas center on the technical work and products (e.g., Guidebooks, 
applications notes, Key Performance Indicators definitions) stemming from the Service Level 
Agreement Management Team (SLAM) Team and the TM Forum Government and Defense 
Initiative. 

The Contractor shall support OMNCS interests with technical inputs (contributions) by 
participating in relevant virtual meetings and face-to-face meetings ofthe SLAM Team and the 
Government and Defense Initiative as directed by the Task Monitor. 

Specific Contractor work includes: 

• TMF SLAM Team: 
• Participate in monthly team meetings (virtual meetings) 

• Contribute (in coordination with Government Task Lead) to additional ETS-related 
aspects to be included in future releases of the SLA Management Handbook 

• Contribute (in coordination with the Government Task Lead) to additional ETS
related aspects to be included in future releases (and/or new releases) of service 
and/01•"technology specific application notes to the SLA Management Handbook 

• Contribute (in coordination with the Government Task Lead) to the definition of Key 
Performance Indicators (KP!s) relevant to ETS. This KP! tasking may require 
coordination with, and I or direct participation in, virtual meetings and face-to-face 
meetings with the 3GPP Telecom Management Worldng''Group (TSG SA WG5). 

• Security Management Project: 

• Participate in TMF Government and Defense Initiative monthly team meetings 
(virtual meetings) 

• Contribute (in coordination with the Government Task Lead) to TMF effort to enrich 
its Frameworks with full-spectrum Security Management guidance concernb1g 
architecture, processes, information and data models, applications and interfaces. 
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• Contribute (in coordination with the Government Task Lead) security requirements 
that may be applied within NGN to enable better emergency telecommunications 
(ET) (including ETS) 

The Contractor shall perform analysis as necessaty and prepare up to five techuical contributions 
for each meeting. The Contractor shall prepare meeting reports for each standards meeting 
attended if these meetings require travel. The Contractor shall meet with the OMNCS or discuss 
via telephone or E-Mail to help set strategic directions for this standards eff011. 

2.3.13 TIA TR45.8 

TIA TR45.8 is responsible for core network signaling, services and capabilities forthe US. WPS 
for CDMA systems was standardized through this standards body. Basic enhancements to WPS 
(e.g., new features) will be done in this group. It is expected that new priority capabilities for new 
services (data, video, multimedia and Voice over IP (VoIP)), beyond basic circuit-switched voice 
service that has been specified for WPS, will initially be started in 3GPP2. However, it is 
expected that the US-specific needs may then result in some of the work moving back into 
TR45.8. 

2.3.14 3GPP2 

3GPP2 is the international standards body specifying the next generation services and systems; 
core network; radio systems/air interface and access interfaces. This group is specifying and 
evolving the capabilities beyond CDMA to CDMA2000 and the new packet switched network 
capabilities. The Contractor will initially attend the services and core network groups to advance 
specifications for new NGN Priority Services. 

2.3.15 3GPP 

3GPP is the international standards body specifying the next generation services and systems; 
core network; radio systems/air interface and access interfaces. This group is specifying and 
evolving the capabilities beyond GSM to Wideband-CDMA and the new packet switched 
network capabilities; in addition to the basic IP Multimedia Subsystem (IMS) specifications. The 
Contractor will initially attend the services groups (e.g., SAi and SA2) to advance specifications 
for new NGN Priority Services and support the further specification of the IMS architecture. 

2.3.16 ATIS WTSC CWireless Technologies and Systems Committee} 

The WTSC is responsible for specifying new services and capabilities for GSM and 3G systems, 
with a focus toward inputting into the 3GPP process. In particular, this group provides a US 
perspective (e.g., radio spectrum, services, etc.) into the international 3GPP standards group. This 
group can be used Iii. support ofNGN Priority Services to be developed in 3GPP. The (WTSC 
also provides liaison capabilities as needed to the other ATIS groups and the ITU-T. As required, 
the Contractor shall support work within this standards body. 
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2.3.17 Ooen Mobile Alliance (OMA) 

The OMA is the leading industry forum for developing market driven, interoperable mobile 
seryice enablers. OMA was formed in June 2002 by nearly 200 companies including the world's 
leading mobile operators, device and network suppliers, information technology companies and 
content and service providers. Rather than keeping the traditional approach of organizing 
activities around "technology silos", with different standards and specifications bodies 
representing different mobile technologies, working independently, OMA is aiming to 
consolidate into one organization all specification activities in the service enabler space. 

OMA is the focal point for the development of mobile service enabler specifications which 
support the creation of interoperable end-to-end mobile services. OMA drives service enabler 
architectures and open enabler interfaces that are independent of the underlying wireless networks 
and platforms. OMA creates interoperable mobile data service enablers that work across devices, 
service providers, operators, networks, and geographies. Toward that end, OMA will develop test 
speciiications, encourage third party tool development, and conduct test activities that allow 
vendors to test their implementations. The role of OMA in terms of service specifications may at 
times overlap with 3GPP and 3GPP2. Generally, OMA will provide the so called, stage l and 2 
specifications (i.e., service description and call flows) with the detailed protocol and procedures 
in stage 3 assigned to 3GPP and/or 3GPP2. 

OMA has developed the specification for Push-to-Talk over Cellular (PoC). If requested by the 
Government, the Contractor will attend the OMA to develop and specify new priority capabilities 
forPoC. 

2.3.18 WiMax Forum and WiMax 

The WiMAX Forum is an industry-led, not-for-profit organization formed to certify and promote 
the compatibility and interoperability of broadband wireless products based upon the harmonized 
IEEE 802.16/ETSI HiperMAN standard. One of the WiMAX Forum's goals is to accelerate the 
introduction of these systems into the marketplace. WiMAX Forum Certified™ products are fully 
interoperable and support broadband fixed, portable and mobile services. Along these lines, the 
WiMAX Forum works closely with service providers and regulators to ensure that WiMAX 
Forum Cettified systems meet customer and government requirements. WiMax means 
Worldwide hlteroperability for Microwave Access is a telecommunications technology that 
provides wireless transmission of data using a variety of transmission modes, from point to 
multipoint links to portable and fully mobile internet access. The technology provides up to 10 
Mbps broadband speed without the need for cables. The technology is based on the IEEE 802.16 
standard (also called Broadband Wireless Access). The name "WiMAX" was created by the 
WiMax Fortun, which was formed in June 2001 to promote conformity and interoperability of the 
standard. The forum describes WiMAX as "a standards-based technology enabling the delivery of 
last mile wireless broadband access as an alternative to cable and DSL". If requested by the TM, 
the Contractor shall attend WiMax meetings. · 

2.3.19 IEEE 802.16 

The IEEE 802.16 Working Group on Broadband Wireless Access Standards develops standards 
and recommended practices to support the development and deployment of broadband Wireless 
Metropolitan Area Networks. IEEE 802.16 is a unit of the IEEE 802 Local Area 
Network/Metropolitan Area Network (LAN/MAN) Standards Committee. If requested by the 
TM, the Contractor shall attend IEEE802. J 6 meetings. 
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2.3.20 IMS Industry Requirements Group 

The current trend in the telecommunications industry is for Service Providers to offer voice, data, 
ancj multimedia services using IP-based networks. There are numerous indusby and Government 
effozis and industry standards activities related to specifying various aceess and core network 
architectures and services. To this end, the OMNCS has spearheaded an effo1t with Industry to 
develop Industry Requirements (!Rs) that transcribe the existing functionality of the GETS, WPS 
and SRAS services onto these new architectures. 

The Contractor shall continue the work of defining and refining these !Rs. The Contractor will 
record and document the results of the IR process. Teaming with the OMNCS and its key 
contractors, the Contractor shall build upon the on-going industiy eff01is in the development of 
Issue 2 of the Core and Access !Rs to supportNGN priority voice, video and data services. The 
Contractor shall coordinate, identify, and resolve key technical and strategic issues associated 
with these !Rs. The Contractor shall work within the IR process to ensure that NGN Priority 
Services capabilities are incorporated into the Core network and Access network !Rs. 

The Contractor shall coordinate with the on-going OMNCS standards team work program. As 
needed and based on the JR work process and development, the Contractor shall compose 
(develop) technical contributions or associated IR reports and recommend the submission of these 
contributions or reports to the appropriate standards entities to enable the work of the IMS 
Industry Requirements Group to become part of emerging national and international standards of 
the telecommunication industry. 

To align the !Rs and to hannonize relevant technical specifications, the Contractor shall also take 
into account during the development of.proposed technical contributions or reports, the NGN 
architecture that will facilitate the telecommunication industry support for NGN Priority Services 
offerings. 

2.3.21 Standards Meeting Reporting and Analyses 

United States Government agencies; and major United States telecommunication Service 
Providers, spend millions of dollars annually for active patticipation in national and international 
telecommunication standards bodies. Telecomnumication standards are important because they 
facilitate the integration of new technologies into the United States telecommunication systems, 
systems that are essential to the United States economic health in the global economic 
marketplace. 

In recent years, due to the rapid pace of technological progress and ever faster product 
development cycles, there has been a proliferation in the number oftelecom-related standards 
bodies and an increase in the pace of such work. At the same time, however, the economic 
downturn in the telecommunication industry is causing government agencies, Service Providers 
and their companies to continually t'educe personnel to increase cost effectiveness. 

The contractor shall subscribe as a client and provide access to a web-based infonnation delivery 
system, such as the Telcordia Standards Knowledgebase (TSK) service or similar service for up 
to a maximum of I 00 designated users. The service shall provide information products such as 
meeting-specific and topic-specific analysis repo1ts, relating to current and emerging 
telecommunications technologies. This reporting mechanism will provide high-level and useful 
overviews of contempormy standardization activities at major national and international 
telecommunication related standm·ds development committees, groups, entities, etc. 

! 
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The detailed scope of the proposed work effort includes the following: 

• Coverage of specified US and international telecommunication standards bodies. 

• ' Coverage of specified telecom technology sub-topics related to tele£ommunication standards 
developments. 

The Contractor shall perform the following tasks: 

• Provide a web-based information delive1y system for use by the OMNCS community (up to a 
maximum of200 Users) with access to: 

• Approximately 40 or more meeting-specific or topic-specific standards issues analysis reports 
per year in "Reports". 

• The meeting-specific reports are issued following the regularly-scheduled meetings 
held each year hy over a dozen major standards committees. 

The list of covered committees shall include but not necessarily be limited to: 

• 3GPP 

• IEEE 802 

• IETF 

• A TIS IIF (IPTV Interoperability Forum) 

• ATISPTSC 

• ATISTMOC · 

• ITU-T Study Group 2 

• ITU-T Study Group 11 

• ITU-T Study Group 13 

• ITU-T Study Group I 6 

• ITU-T NON-GS! 

• OIF (Optical Intemetworking Forum) 

• TM Forum 

In addition, the Contractor may be requested to repo1t on the following standat'ds activities: A TIS 
SON, ITU-T Study Group 15, plus some security-related committees such as ITU-T Study Group 
17. 

The aforementioned list of covered committees may change by mutual agreement of the COTR 
and the Contractor, during the task order year as the relevance of the standards bodies, associated 
committees, entities, etc. changes due to the maturing of standards projects, the appearance of 
new entities, committees, etc. or mergers between or among existing these occur. 

Topic-specific reports focus on the standardization of different areas of telecommunications 
technology (e.g., IPTV, NON, E9 l 1, IP Telephony, IEEE LAN/WAN and WiMax Standards, 
OAM, Optical, Gigabit Ethernet, etc.) that are being standm'dized in multiple standards bodies. 
Contractor topic-specific reports shall provide a window into the latest developments in standards 
work in the past quarter. The Contractor shall issue at least one topic-specific report per quarter. 
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The Contractor shall provide a "Hot Topics" database. The Hot Topics database shall consist of a 
database that contains concise, timely impact analyses (bulletins) on critical issues and late
bre~ldng news on specific telecom technology issues as appropriate. 

~ 

OMNCS Users shall have access to repo1ts and from the Hot Topics database via web-based tools 
such as a Repo1i Navigator and the Hot Topic Navigator. Users shall be able to access the 
Reports' archive and Hot Topics database via browsing by standards committee, by telecom 
technology area, by keyword or by the priority level of key issues. These and other web tools 
associated web site enabling tools shall enable users to have 24 hour 7 days access to rep01is. 
The Contrnctor shall make all meeting-specific reports available within fifteen (15) days 
following a standards tneeting completion. The information products described above shall be 
provided electronically, via email and web site. The following table depicts estimated travel 
requirements, which are subject to change: 

p· l'tfilaMT StddMfS an ar s eem< t A d' t db th G unnor - s u·ec e e t overnmen: 

# of Contractor 
Meeting Annrox Dotes Probable Location Personnel Required 

3GPP 
3GPP SA 1#54 9-13 May 2011 Xian China I 

3GPP SA 1#55 8-12 Aug 201 l Dublin IE 1 

3GPP SA2#83 21-25 Feb 201 l Salt Lake City UT l 

3GPP SA2#84 11-15 Apr2011 - Bratislava I 

3GPP SA2#85 16-20 May2011 China I ---
3GPP SA 2#86 11-15 July20ll Naantali Finland 1 

3GPP SA2#87 10-14 Oct 201 l Asia I 
" 

3GPP CT 1#71/ 3#63/ 4#53 9-13 May 2011 Tallinn Estonia 2 

27 Jun - 1 Jul 2011 
-

3GPP CT 1#72/ 3#64 China 2 
" 

3GPP CT 1#73/ 3#65/ 4#54 22-26 Aug 2011 Malta 2 

3GPP CT 1#74/ 3#66/ 4#55 1-14 Oct 2011 India 2 

3GPP CT 1#75/ 3#67/ 4#56 14-18 Nov2011 USA 2 

3GPP RAN 2#73 11-15 Apr 2011 China l 

3GPP RAN 2#74/ 3#12 9-13 May2011 Japan I 

3GPP RAN 2#75/ 3#73 22-26 Aug 20 ll Athens Greece I 

- 3GPP RAN 2#75 BIS I -
- 10-140ct2011 China 

3GPP RAN 2#76/ 3#74 14-18 Nov 2011 USA I 

3GPPRAN2 2011 us l 

3GPP2 .. 
3GPP2ffR45.8 28 Mar-! Apr2011 South Korea 1 
3GPP2/TR45.8 23-27 Mav 2011 Dallas TX 1 

'-~-- -- -
3GPP2/TR45.8 25-29 Jul 2011 Japan . 1 

3GPP2/TR45.8 26-30 Sep 2011 China 1 
····- -·~··-

3GPP2/TR45.8 5-9 Dec 2011 Hawaii 1 __ ... 
3GPP2/TR45.8 1-2 Jun 2011 us 1 

i 
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#of Contractor 
Meetine Annrox Dates Probable Location Personnel Required 

ITU-T NGN-GSI (SG11 & SG13\ 
ITU-TNGN GS! 9-20 May2011 Geneva ' 2 

ITU-T NGN GS! 10-21 Oct 201 l Geneva 2 

ITU-TNGN GS! 2-17Feb 2012 Geneva 2 

ITU-T SG16 
ITU-T SG 16 14-25 Mar 2011 Geneva l 

ITU-T SG 16 21 Nov-2 Dec 20 II Geneva l 

ATISPTSC 
AT!S PTSC Jan/Feb 2011 us 2 

ATISPTSC Apr/May 20 J I us 2 

ATISPTSC 19-30Aug2011 Montreal or 2 
Vancouver 

AT!S PTSC 1-5Nov2011 Savannah, GA 2 

TM Forum 
TM Forum 20-26 Mar 2011 Cascais Portugal 1 

TM Forum 18-22 July 2011 Baltimore MD I 

TM Forum 23-27 Jan 2012 Europe I 

s econ d a~ SddMt'S tan ar s ee ID" i Atth d. unnoa - e 1scre ti f h G ODO t e overnment: 

Approximate Meeting - # of Contractor 
Meetinl! Dates Probable Location Personnel Reauired 

3GPP 
3GPP SA#5l 21-23 Mar2011 Kansas City I 

3GPP SA#52 6-8 Jun 2011 Bratislava 1 
--

3GPP SAl#55 8-12 Aug 2011 Dublin l 

3GPP SA2#88 14-18Nov2011 USA 1 -
3GPP RAN#Sl 15-18Mar2011 Karu;as City l 

WIMAXGroup 
WiMAX Forum NWG 1-5 Nov 2011 Dallas TX I -· 
WiMAX 17-21 Mar20li Xiamen China 1 

--
WiMAX 9-13 May 2011 San Diego CA I 

----· 
W!MAX 25-29 Jul 2011 San Francisco CA 1 

WiMAX 
~·-

12-16 Sep 2011 Bankok Thailand 
.~,, 

1 

IEEE802.16 Groan 

IEEE802.16 13-18 Mal' 2011 Sin~anore 1 ----
IEEE802.16 16-20 May 2011 Alberta Canada 1 
---~-·~~---

IEEE802.16 18-21Jul2011 San Francisco CA. I 

JEEE802.16 19-22 Sep 2011 TBD 1 
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ATIS WTSC Groun 

ATIS WTSC 2011 us 1 

ATIS TMOC Group -
ATISTMOC Apr/May 2011 Minneapolis MN I 

Studv Groups 15, 17, IETF, Onen Mobile Alliance, and .DoS Preparntorv 
ITU-T SG 15 TBD, l meeting Geneva 1 

-----
ITU-T SG 17 TBD, 2 meetings Geneva l 

lETF TBD, l meeting TBD 1 

OMA TBD, I meeting TBD I 

DoS ITU-T Preparatory TBD Wash DC metro TBD 

Notes on Travel for Meetings: 

The Contt·actor may expect to incur periodic local travel (within a 50 mile radius of the capital region); 
however, local tt·avel will not be reimbursed. Long distance travel costs for this effort (especially travel 
related to standards participation) must have prior approval of Government COTR. 

1. All long distance contractor travel shall be in accordance with the Federal Travel Regulations. 
The contractor shall submit a travel request, via email, to the COTR thirty (30) days prior to 
scheduled depa1ture date. (Upon approval, the COTR will issue a travel authorization Jetter that 
may be used to obtain government rates at lodging facilities.) The contt·actor shall provide the 
following information in the travel requ!>St: 

• Name oftraveler(s) 

• Dates and location of proposed travel 

• Reason for travel and the work to be accomplished 
The contractor is encouraged to purchase non-refundable tickets whenever feasible to reduce 
travel costs. 

2. Projections of an additional number of meetings are made as "TBD" without specific dates and 
locations. These specific projections are based on historical data with respect to the frequency of 
meetings. Therefore, contt·actor shall take into account historical data as necessaiy with respect 
to 'Travel." 

3. Travel may be slightly adjusted by the Government due to events out of control of the 
Government, such as: weather, standards group reorganizations,\mforeseen adjustments or 
cancellations of standards meetings, etc. 

2.4 Task 4: Network Modeling 

The OMNCS uses telecommunications modeling and simulation capa'bilities to conduct analysis 
in support ofNGN Priority Services. Because of significant technological changes in the public 
switched network, these capabilities are continually reviewed to assess their applicability to the 
newer technologies. The Contractor shall provide technical consultation on modeling issues 
crucial to the delivery ofNGN Priority Services,.support data acquisition for critical 
infrastructure vulnerability assessments, and pc1form ad hoc telecommunications studies/analyses 
as required. 
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The Contractor shall build upon existing studies, computer simulations, and other reliability 
analyses to provide traffic"engineering tools to assist in assessing and optimizing public network 
reliability, identifying network disruptions, and restoring services in suppmt of PDD"63 and 
associated Critical Infrastructure Protection (CIP) initiatives. The Contractor shall create end to 
end models and tests to validate that the various access and core NGN Priority Services 
mechanisms developed as Jnduslly Requirements (IRs) actually perform as expected. This 
subtask shall entail developing realistic NS/BP test scenarios and traffic conditions for the end to 
end models. · 

2.4.1 Provide ad hoc telecommunications analyses/analysis verification as required 

2.4.2 Provide telecommunications and modeling consultation, in person or via teleconference, on 
telecommunications and modeling topics selected jointly with the Government. 

2.4.3 Support acquisition of communications asset and topology data when requested. 

2.4.4 Process all received data and summarize results in MS Word documents, MS Excel spreadsheets, 
and/or MS Power Point files, as designated by the Government Task Lead. 

2.4.5 Provide guidance and advice in securing the necessary data access agreement with the carrier(s) 

2.4.6 Develop modeling whitepapers in MS Word and/or MS PowerPoint files, or as designated by the 
TM. Potential topics include, but are not limited to: 

• network recovery process after attacks/outages 

• priority services deployment using next generation network (NGN) communications 
technologies · 

• multimedia network traffic characteristics and their impacts on admission control and priority 
routing schemes 

2.5 Task 5: Cable Infrastructure Support 

As directed by the COTR, the Contractor will provide the following services: 

2.5.1 Periodic (minimum: quarterly) updates of UC! standalone SQL Database to provide accurate 
data for quantifying the health of the UCL The updates include: 

• New cables systems (including capacity, cable landings infonnation etc.) 

• Retired cable systems 

• Upgraded cable systems (e.g., cable systems upgraded to DWDM) 

• Service affecting outages 

• Nwnber of repair ships in service 

2.5.2 Enhancements to UC! Health Metric and SQL Database 

2.5.3 Characterization of undersea cable traffic for cable systems within routes designated by the 
COTR (i.e., from US to Europe, US to Asia, US to Middle East, etc.) 
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2.5.4 Recommendation for virtualizing UC! information to other Government departments and 
agencies in support of the missions associated with understanding and mitigating UC! 
vulnerabilities 

2.5.5 Briefings and White papers as directed by the COTR 

2.6 Task 6: Security and Reliability 

2.6.1 The Contractor shall coordinate with other key contractors and interact with the appropriate 
industry players, to 

• Develop the NGN Priority Services security specifications for the access and core networks 

• Develop technical and strategic views of the required security functionality for NS/EP 
priority services 

• Perform risk analyses of the NON Priority Services ru'Chitecture and underlying network 
infrastructure under various cyber threat conditions 

• Determine the security scope to address access network and core network efforts 

• Help obtain industry cooperation with the security functionality being incorporated into the 
Access Network !Rs and the IMS Core Network IR. This will include developing and 
maintaining schedules for the industry efforts. 

2.6.2 The Government may require the Contractor to develop and test prototype implementations of 
key security functionality tied to an NGN Priority Services implementation within an IMS test 
bed to verify the feasibility of creating integrated solutions. The results of this prototype testing 
will be presented in a technical report and will be fed back into the requirements process where 
necessary. 

2.6.3 The ·contractor shall work with OMNCS standards representatives to identify and resolve 
technical issues relating to NGN Priority Services security work efforts, as appropriate. Based on 
the specific access network, security requirements, and the core network security baseline, this 
security task may include the technical contributions to be submitted to the various industry 
standards bodies, as appropriate. The Contractor shall work with industry to harmonize and align 
all standards activities with the NGN Priority Services security specifications. 

2.7 Task 7: Demonstrations/Prototypesffests/Comparative Studies 

The OMNCS is focused· on rapidly developing communications technologies and how best to 
exploit these technologies to support NON Priority Services requirements. Short-term 
demonstrations of these capabilities, products, and concepts might be required-in addition to 
analytical testing---to prove the performance of different vendor products, technical approaches, 
or concepts. These demonstrations or tests shall minimally be in the areas of security, signaling, 
wireless, and packet-based technologies. As directed by the COTR, the Contractor will provide 
the following services; 

2.7.1 Construct prototype(s) or test-bed(s) which simulate the implementation characteristics of the 
priority services applications, security, and signaling technologies 

2.7.2 Validate the performance requirements specified in the NGN Priority Services industty 
requirements groups for access and core networks 
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2.7.3 Develop service level performance and reliability specifications. 

2. 7 .4 Conduct demonstrations and/or testing studies to validate the performance of different vendor 
products, technical approaches, or concepts. These demonstrations and tpsting studies shall 
include, but not limited to, the following: 

• End-to-end performance testing (including access and core networks) 
• Testing of multi-access networks (including communications between different technologies 

networks, e.g., WIMAX and LTE networks) 
• Testing of multi service provider networks 

3 Deliverable/Delivery Schedule: 

Following are details of the deliverables for the relevant tasks: 

4.l.4 AOOl Task Order Management Within 15 days ofTO Standard* AS directed by COTR 
Plan (TOMP) award 

4.1.5 A002 Initial Technical Inter- Within 15 days ofTO Standard* As directed by COTR 
change Meeting (TIM) award 

4.1.5 A003 Subtask Tl Ms As directed by the COTR Standard* Up to quarterly fOr each 
subtask 

4.1.6 A004 Quarterly Program Status Within 15 days after the Standard• (include Quarterly 

Review (QPSR) end of Quarter all Gov't Task 
Leads) 

4.1.7 AOOS Monthly Status Report Within 5 days ofter end Standard* Monthly 
(MSR) of month 

4.4.3 A008 Ad hoc As directed by the corn Standard* As directed by the COTR 

analysis/verification 
.~:i-

report 

4.4.4 A009 Asset and topology data As directed by the COTR Standard* As directed by the COrn 
summary 

4.4.6 AOlO Network modeling As directed by the COTR Standard* As directed by the COTR 
whitepapers 

4.4.7 A011 Project Plans and Work As directed by the corn Standard* As directed by the corn 

Breakdown Structures 

I • ' i 
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4.5.3 A012 UCI Traffic 
Characterization 

4.S.4/5 A013 UCI Web Portal 
Development/Hosting 

As directed by the COTR Standard* 

Beta version =TO 
award+ eight mos; Final 
version = end of PoP 

Standard* 

4.5.7 A014 Web Portal Training and At Beta version release Standard* 
Documentation 

4.S.8 AOlS Briefings and White papers As directed by the COTR Standard* 

4.6.1 A016 Industry efforts schedule As directed by the COTR Standard* 

4.6.2 A017 Security Prototype 
Assessment Technical 
Report 

4.6.3 A018 security Technical 
Contributions 

*Standm·d Distrib11tion 

As directed by the COTR Standard* 

As directed by the COTR Standard* 

( 
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""' As directed by the COTR 

As directed by the COTR 

As directed by Gov't Task 
Lead 

As directed by the COTR 

As d'irected by the COTR 

As directed by the COTR 

As directed by the COTR 

• 1 electronic copy (via email) of the transmittal letter without the deliveraqJe to the Contracting 
Officer (CO) 

• 1 electronic copy (via email) of the transmittal letter and the deliverable to the COTR 
• l electronic copy (via email) of the transmittal letter and the deliverable to the appropriate 

Government Task Lead 

4 Ad hoc Sm·ge Support (Optional: 

As determined to be necessary and as approved by the Government, the Contractor shall provide 
additional support to meet operational requirements. The Contractor shall seek Government 
approval in advance before incurring any costs associated with surge support. Government approval 
shall be authorized bythe Contracting Officer. The surge suppo1t includes tasks I through 7. Surge 
Support labor categories shall only be those labor categories pertinent to the task order upon award. 
All other labor categories shall be negotiated separately. 

5 Packaging, Packing, and Shipping: 

Final documentation deliverables shall be provided in hard and soft copy using Microsoft Office 
compatible products. Daily, weekly, interim, informal deliverable and working-copy products 
required for on-going general support may be provided by e-mail or disk (CD) as approved by the 
COTR. 

f 
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Final Soft Copy Materials: Final soft copy deliverables shall be developed using the current 
version of Microsoft OFFICE software (Word, PowerPoint and/or other applications) and provided 
on a CD-ROM or other government,approved medium. If more than one deliverable is provided at 
the satne time, deliverables may be on the same software medium. 

Final Hard Copy Materials: Final hard copy shall be type-written on 8 \12'' x 11" papers, sized 
appropriately for the intended deliverable. The Contractor shall not use spiral binding or other 
binding that interferes with photocopying. 

6 Inspection and Acceptance: 

Acceptance Criteria: The COTR will review all draft and final deliverables to ensure accuracy, 
functionality, completeness, professional quality, and overall compliance with the 
guidelines/requirements of the delivery order The Contractor shall ensure the accuracy and 
completeness of the deliverable. Errors, misleading, or unclear statements, incomplete or in"elevant 
information, and or excessive rhetoric, repetition, and "padding", shall be considered deficiencies 
and shall be subject to correction by the Contractor at no additional cost to the Government. Unless 
otherwise indicated, the government will require fifteen ( 15) working days to review and comment 
on deliverables. If the deliverable does not meet the noted criteria, the Government will return it. 

Rejection Procednres: After notification that the deliverable did not meet the acceptance criteria, 
the Contractor shall resubmit an updated/corrected version within ten (10) working days after receipt 
of Govemment comments. Upon re-submission by the Contractor, the Government will reapply the 
Acceptance Criteria. If the corrected version of the deliverable does not meet the acceptance criteria, 
the Government may consider the Contractor as having deficient performance with respect to the 
subject task. The Government shall have fifteen (15) working days to respond to deliverables. 
However, no response regarding a deliverable by the Government on or after the 1611

' day shall be 
deemed acceptable. · 

7 Other Pertinent Information or Special Considerations: 

Ide11tificatio11 of Non-Disclosure Requirements: Access to proprietary data is not a fundamental 
requirement for execution of this task. However, when access to proprietary information is 
necessary to perform work, the Contractor shall be required to sign a Non-Disclosure Agreement 
with various members of the telecommunications Industry to include at a minimu\n, but not limited 
to: Akamai, AT&T, Verizon Business, QWEST, Sprint, VERIZON and Telcordia Technologies. 
Contractor and all individuals involved in the NSIE tasks are required to sign the NSIE NDA upon 
award of the task order. 

Iutellectual Property Rights: All specified draft and final delivernbles become the property of the 
Government. All model(s) and prototypes, including all source code, compiled code, executable 
code, object and software algorithm that the Contractor may develop uncj~r this contract shall 
become the prope1ty of the Government. All OMNCS databases and the providers' proprietary data 
shall be used solely for official government purposes. 

8 Governmeut-Furnislted Equipment (GFE)/Goye!'llmcnt-Fnrnished Information (GF)): 

Gl1E: Government Fmnished Equipment (GFE) is provided as shown in the table below. If the 
mission requires, the Government will provide additional GFE at the Contractor's request or 
authorize purchase/rental of the equipment. Upon completion of this task order, the Contractor shall I 

I 

I 
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submit a complete inventory of all GFE in their possession under the task order that has not been 
tested to destruction, completely expended in pe1formance, or incorporated and made a part of a 
deliverable end item. The Program Office will furnish disposition instructions for all property 
furnished or purchased under this Task Order. The following GFE is provjged: 

Acme Packet NN425D-SD- Session Border 
S.25-G2 Controller 090818002268 

APC Back late Kit UPS back late kit ZS0729023005/ZS729023008 2 

APC Back-UPS ES 725 3B0652X40585 

APC Netshelter rack Dee enclosure ON0819B0309 1 
5A0808E03336 / 
2A0809014030 I 
ZAD803012906 / 

APC PDU Switched PDU ZA0803012104 4 
JS0725019191 / 
JS0725019195 / 

APC Smart-UPS XL SJS0735001196 / 
3000VA UPS SJS0735001199 4 

APC SUA1000RM1U rack-mount UPS AS0751292681 1 

LCD DVM Integrated 
Aten ATN-CL 1000M Console A17B-068AC-0032 1 

FCZ101070UT I 
JHY0736K1 QZ I 

Cisco 2651XM Router JHY0909KOTH - 3 

Cisco 3725 Router FTX 1040A464 
FOX1239H6AR I 
FOX1239H696 / 

Cisco ASR1002 Router FOX1237HAHM 3 

Cisco ASA540 Securit a liance JMX1231LOWG 

FOC1227Y20X I 
Cisco Catal st 2960 Switch FOC1227Y20C 2 

Cisco Catalyst WS-C3550-
24PWR lnline ower CA T0808R21 C 1 

Kybd, monitor, mouse 
Dell KMM Console console A516 1 

Dell CTA-DMS-
1 u32X2 1 HD-a-r Server, MRF Media DHHJWG1 

1P7N5D1/2V9NSD11 
Dell PowerEd e 2950 Server 3V9N5D1/JT9N5D1 4 

3L646D1 / 7L646D1 / 6R646D1 
I 7R646D1 I 4R646D1 I 

Dell PowerEd e 860 Server 1 R646D1 I 5L646D1 7 

Dell PowerEd e DSB-1750 Server DOMGX51 

Server1 Quad Core 4JTLRG1 / 6JTLRG1 I 
DelLf:'owerEdge 2950 XeonX5460 7JTLRG1 3 

I 
~ 
! 
! 
I 
I 
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Server, Quad Core 
Dell PowerEdae R2DO XeonX3320 82H1RG1 /B2H1RG1 2 

Intel IMX-TIGW-2-AC Server 

LG 50PM1M 50" Plasma TV 

Peerless SR560M Plasma Cart 

Polycom Eaale Eve MPTZ-6 Video Camera 

Polycom Powercam VSX 
8000 Video Camera 

Polycom HDX Mica 
Micronhone Micronhone Kit 

CFTM8160127 

705RMUY061686 / 
705RMZL061773 

07243165117141797 

OOOEF2 / OOOFAE 

' 820708000FFEC6 

Polvcom VSX Mic Arrav Microohone Kit 02CEC9 / 02AAA7 

Polvcom HDX9004 Codec Video Codec 07C5EOC9 / 072005 

Polycom VSX Codec 8400 Video Codec 0849CC 

Polvcom lmaae Share II lmaae Share 088014 
8207080011AOC5 / 

Polycom Mic Array 820708001 OEAC6 / 
HDX9004 / VSX Mlcroohone Kit 820722020187 AM 

Polvcom RMX2000 MCU Conference Bridae VR2070627007 

Polycom SE200 Manaaement A""liance 0090FB125068 

Scooia-100 MCU24 AN Conference Unit 0826070046 

Sonus GNS15 GNS15-3 Assv. 804089399 

Sonus GSX4010-AC-1512- Non-Redundant Span 
NR Gatewav 811083019 

50836FMA023 I 
50836FMAOHG I 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

1 

1 

3 

1 

1 

1 

1 

SUN EMS-N240-2-a-c Server, Netra 240 50748FMAC6,,.E _____ _,_--'3"---' 

GFI: The Government will provide information to facilitate Contractor performance of work with 
respect to Section 6.20 IMS Industry Requirements Group. The titles of this information are as 
follows: : Core JR Document, Access JR HRPD Document, Access eHR'PD Document, Access IR 
UMTS Document, Access IR L TE Document, Access IR WiMAX Document, Access IR Satellite 
Document. DHS is not providing any intellectual property rights in the Government 
Furnished Information beyond the date oftem1ination or closure of the contract. 



9 Security 

Contract Security Classification 

This contract effmt is unclassified. 

Contractor Information 
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Perfonnance of this contract requires the Contractor to gain access to classified National Security 
Information (includes documents and material) and sensitive but unclassified (SBU) information. 
Classified info1mation is Government information which requires protection in accordance with 
Executive Order 12958, National Security Information (NSI) as amended and supplemental 
directives. SBU is unclassified information for official use only. Contractor employees that do not 
have a security clearance and require access to SBU information will be given a suitability 
determination. Requirements for suitability determination are defined in paragraph 3.0, security 
language for SBU contracts. 
The Contractor shall abide by the requirements set forth in the DD Form 254, Contract Security 
Classification Specification, an attachment to the contract, and the National Industrial Security 
Program Operating Manual (NISPOM) for protection of classified information at its cleared facility, 
if applicable, as directed by the Defense Security Service. If the Contractor is required to have 
access to classified inforination at a DRS or other Government Facility, it shall abide by the 
requirements set forth by the agency. 

10 Employment Eligibility 

Subject to existing law, regulations and/or other provisions of this contract, illegal or undocumented 
aliens shall not be employed by the Contractor or perform on this contract. The Contractor shall 
ensure this provision is expressly incorporated into any and all subcontracts or subordinate 
agreements issued in support of this contract. • 

11 Continued Eligibjijty 

DRS reserves the right to deny and/or restrict entrance to government facilities, prohibit employees 
from assigned work under the contract, deny and/or restrict handling of classified 
documents/material to any Contractor employee who DRS determines to present a risk of 
compromising classified and/or sensitive Government information. 

The DRS Security Office may require dmg screening at any time for probable cause and/or when the 
Contractor independently identifies circumstances where probable cause exists. 

The Contractor shall report to the DRS Security Office any and all adverse information brought to 
their attention concerning employees performing under this contract. Reports based on rumor or 
innuendo shall not be included. The subsequent termination of employment of a11 employee does not 
obviate the requirement to submit this report. The report shall include the employee's name and 
social security number, along with the adverse information being reported. 

12 Termination 

The DRS Security Office shall be notified of all terminations/resignations within five (5) days of 
occurrence. The Contractor shall return all DRS· issued identification cards and building passes that 
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have either expired or been collected from terminated employees to the COTR. If an identification 
card or building pass is not available to be returned, a report shall be submitted to the COTR, 
referencing the pass or card number, name of individual to whom issued, and the last known location 
or disposition of the pass or card. ~ 

13 Security Management 

The Contractor shall appoint a senior official to act as a Security Officer. TI1e individual shall 
interface with the DI-IS Security Office, through the COTR, on all security matters, to include 
physical, personnel, and protection of all classified documents/material handled by the Contractor. 

The COTR and OHS Security Office will have the right to inspect procedures, methods and facilities 
utilized by the Contractor to comply with the security requirements under this contract. Should the 
COTR or OHS Security Office determine the Contractor is not in compliance with the security 
requirements of the contract, the Contracting Officer will notify the Contractor, in writing, of the 
appropriate action that will be taken to rectify any non-compliance. 

14 Suitability Determination 

OHS shall exercise full control over granting, denying, withholding or terminating unescorted 
government facility and/or access to or handling of both classified and sensitive Government 
infonnation to Contractor employees based upon the results ofa background investigation. OHS 
may, as deems appropriate, authorize and g.rant a favorable entry on duty (EOD) decision based on 
preliminary security checks. The favorable EOD decision would allow the employees to commence 
work temporarily prior to the completion of the full investigation. The granting of a favorable EOO 
decision shall not be considered as assurance that a full employment suitability authorization will 
follow as a result thereof. The granting of a favorable EOD decision or a full employment suitability 
determination shall in no way prevent, preclude, or bar the withdrawal or termination of any such 
access by DHS, at any time during the term of the contract. No employee of the Contractor shall be 
allowed unescorted access to a Government facility without a favorable EOO decision or suitability 
determination by the Security Office. Contract employees assigned to the contract not requiring 
access to sensitive OHS information or recurring access to DHS facilities will not be subject to 
security suitability screening. 

Contract employees waiting for an EOO decision may begin work on the contract provided they do 
not access sensitive Govemment information. Limited access to Government buildings is allowable 
prior to the EOD decision if the Contractor is escorted by a Government employee. This limited 
access allows Contractors to attend briefings, non-recurring meetings and begin transition work 

15 Background Investigations 

Contract employees (to include applicants, temporaries, pa1t-time and replacement employees) under 
the contract, requiring access to sensitive information, shall undergo a position sensitivity analysis 
based on the duties each individual will perform on the contract. The results of the position 
sensitivity analysis shall identify the appropriate background investigation to be conducted. All 
background investigations will be processed through the OHS Security Office. Prospective 
Contractor employees shall submit the following completed forms to the DI-IS Security Office 
through the COTR no less than thirty (30) days before the start date of the contract, or thirty (30) 
days prior to entty on duty of any employees, whether a replacement, addition, subcontractor 
employee, or vendor: 
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• Standard Form 85P, "Questionnaire for Public Tmst Positions" 

• FD Form 258, "Fingerprint Card" (2 copies) 

• Conditional Access To Sensitive But Unclassified Information Non•Disclosure Agreement 
(DHS Form 11000-6) 

• Disclosure and Authorization Pertaining to Consumer Reports Pursuant to the Fair Credit 
Reporting Act (DHS Form 11000-9) 

Required forms will be provided by DHS at the time of award of the contract. Only complete 
packages will be accepted by the DHS Security Off'tce. Specific instructions on submission of 
packages will be provided upon award of the contract. 

Be advised that unless an applicant requiring access to sensitive information has resided in the US 
for three of the past five years, the Government may not be able to complete a satisfactory 
background investigation. In such cases, DHS retains the tight to deem an applicant as ineligible due 
to insufficient background information. 

The use ofNon-U.S. citizens, including Lawful Permanent Residents (LPRs), is not permitted in the 
pe1formance of this contract for any position that involves access to or development of any DHS 
Information Technology (IT) systems. DHS will consider only U.S. Citizens and LPRs for 
employment on this contract. DHS will not approve LPRs for employment on this contract in any 
position that requires the LPR to access or assist in the development operation, management or 
maintenance ofDHS IT systems. By signing this contract, the Contmctor agrees to this restriction. 
In those instances where other non-IT requirements contained in the contract can be met by using 
LPRs, those requirements shall be clearly described. 

16 Infonnation Technology Security Clearance 

When sensitive government information is processed on Department telecommunications and 
automated information systems, the Contractor shall provide for the administrative control of 
sensitive data being processed aud adhere to the procedures governing such data as outlined in "OHS 
IT Security Program-Publication DHS MD 4300.Pub". Contractor personnel must have favorably 
adjudicated background investigations commensmate with the defined sensitivity level. 

Contractors who fail to comply with Department security policy are subject to having their access to 
Department IT systems m1d facilities te1minated, whether or not the failure results in criminal 
prosecution. Any person who improperly discloses sensitive information is subject to criminal and 
civil penalties and sanctions under a vm"iety oflaws (e.g., Privacy Act). 

17 Information Technology Security Training and Oversight 
-~· 

All Contractor employees using Department automated systems or processing Department sensitive 
data shall be required to receive Security Awareness Training. This training will be provided by the 
appropriate component agency of OHS. 

Contractors involved with mmiagement, use, or operation of any IT systems that handle sensitive 
information within or under the supervision of the Department, shall receive periodic training at least 
annually in security awareness and accepted security practices and systems rules of behavior. 
Department Contractors, with significant security responsibilities, shall receive specialized training 
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specific to tb.eir security responsibilities annually. The level of training shall be commensurate with 
the individual's duties and responsibilities and is intended to promote a consistent understanding of 
the principles and concepts of telecommunications and IT systems security. 

All personnel who access Depai1rnent information systems will be continually evaluated while 
perfom1ing these duties. Supervisors should be aware of any unusual or inappropriate behavior by 
personnel accessing systems. Any unauthorized access, shai'ing of passwords, or other questionable 
security procedures should be reported to the local Security Office or Infonnation System Security 
Officer (ISSO). 

18 3052.209-72 Organizational Conflict ofintercst. (JUN 2006) 

(a) Dete1mination. The Government has determined that this effort may result in an actual or potential 
conflict of interest, or may provide one or more offerors with the potential to attain ail unfair competitive 
advantage. The nature of the conflict of interest and the limitation on future contracting ["contracting 
officer shall insert description here"] . 

(b) If any such conflict ofinterest is found to exist, the Contracting Officer may (1) disqualify the offeror, 
or (2) determine that it is otherwise in the best interest of the United States to contracf with the offeror and 
include the appropriate provisions to avoid, neutralize, mitigate, or waive such conflict in the contract 
awarded. After discussion with the offeror, the Contracting Officer may determine that the actual conflict 
cannot be avoided, neutralized, mitigated or otherwise resolved to the satisfaction of the Government, and 
the offeror may be fot\nd ineligible for award. 

(c) Disclosure: The offeror hereby represents, to the best of its knowledge that: 

_ (1) It is not aware of any facts which create ailY actual or potential organiiational conflicts of interest 
relating to the award of this contract, or 

_ (2) It has included information in its proposal, providing all current infonnation beai·ing on the 
existence of ailY actual or potential organizational conflicts of interest, and has included a mitigation plan 
in accordance with paragraph ( d) of this provision. 

( d) Mitigation. If an offeror with a potential or actual conflict of interest or unfair competitive advantage 
believes the conflict can be avoided, neutralized, 01· mitigated, the offeror sha!l submit a mitigation plan to 
the Government for review. Award of a contract where an actual or potential conflict of interest exists 
shall not occur befol'e Government approval of the mitigation plan. If a mitigation plan is app1'oved, the 
restrictions of this provision do not apply to the extent defined in the mitigation plan. 

( e) Other Relevant h1formation: In addition to the mitigation plan, the Contracting Officer may require 
further relevant information from the offeror. The Contracting Officer will use all information submitted 
by the offeror, and any other relevant infol'mation known to DBS, to determine whether an award to the 
offeror may take place, and whether the mitigation plan adequately neutralizes or mitigates the conflict. 

(f) Corporation Change. The successful offeror shall inform the Contracting Officer within thilty (30) 
calendar days of the effective date of any corporate mergers, acquisitions, and/or divestitures that may 
affect this provision. 
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REFE:.RENCE NO, OF i.. ,,iJMENi BE:ING CONTINUED 

CONTINUATION SHEET HSHQDC-09-0-000 62 /HSHQDC-l l -J-000 63/P00004 

!-V.ME OF OFFEROR OR CONTRACTOR 

SCIENCE APPLICATIONS INTERNATIONAL COePORATION 

ffEM NO 

{A) 

following: 

SUPPllESISF.RVICES 

(8) 

All Invoices shall be submitted in ~DF via email 
to: 

NPPD!nvoice.Consolidation@dhs.gov 
All invoices 1 mailed or emailed, must. be 
addressed as follows: 
Burlington Finance Center 
P.O. Box 1279 
Williston, VT 05495-1279 
Attn: NPPD-NCSD-CSI 

The below constitute~ a proper invoice: 
1. In accordance with the contract clauses 1 the 
information required with each proper invoice 
submission is as follows: An invoice ~hall 
include: 
(i) Name and address of the Contractor; 
{ii) Invoice ctate and number; 
(iii} Contract number, contract line item number 
and, if applicable, the o~der number; 
(iv) De$Cription, quantity, unit of measure 1 unit 
price and extended price of the items delivered; 
(V) Shipping number and date- of shipment, 
.including the bill of lading number and weight of 
.shipment if shipped on Gover1unent b.ill of lad1ng; 
(vi) Terms of any <:U.scount for prompt payment 
offered; 
\vii) Name and address of official to whom 
payment is to be sent; 
(viii) Name, title, and phone number of pe:rson to 
notify in event of defective invoice; and 
(ix) Taxpayer: Identification Number {TIN), The 
Contractor shall include its TIN on the invoice 
only if required elsewhere in this contract. 
(:x) Electronic fund3 transfer (E.ITT) banking 
information. (A} The Contractor sh.all include 8FT 
brtnking information on the invoice only if 
requ.ired elsewhere in this contract. (B) If. EFT 
banking info:r.·n1at.ion is not required to be on the 
invoice, in order for the invoice to be a proper 
invo:l.ce, the Contractor shall have submittod 
correct EFT banking Jnforroation in accordance 
with the applicable .solicitation provision, 
contract clause (e.g., 52.232-33r Payment by 
Elec;:tronic .E'unda Tr.ansfer; Central Contractor 
Regi.stration, or 52. 232-34, Payn1cnt. by Electron.tc 
E'l.1nds Transfe:t'i Otho.r: Continued Than Central 
Contractor Regi~tration), or applicable agency 
Continued ..• 

NSN 75-40-01·152-®07 

QUANlm' LINff 

(C) D) 
UNIT PRICE 

{E) 

OF 

AMOUNT 

IF) 

OPTIONAL FORM 33'1 ~4--M) 
Spoo$ored bf GSA 
FAA (~n CFR) 63_ I 10 

30 



REFERENCE NO. OF» . .,._ .. ~MENT BEING CONTINUED 

CONTINUATION SHEET Hsttooc-09-0-000 62/HSHQDC-l l-J-o 0063 /Poo oo 4 

NAME OF OFFEFIOR OR CONTRACTOR 

SCIENCE APPLICATIONS INT8RNATIONAL CORPORATION 

ITEM NO. 

(A) 

SUPPLIES/SERVICES 

(B) 

procedures. ~C) EFT banking information i$ not 
tequired if the Government waived the requirement 
to pay by EFT. Invoices without the above 
information n~ay be returned for: resubmission. 
2. Receiving Officer/COTR: Each Program Office is 
responsible for acceptance and receipt of goods 
and/or services. Upon receipt of goods/services, 
complete the applicable FFMS reports or BFC will 
not process the payment. 
3. All other t.erms and conditions remain the 
same. 

AAF Number; 63422 DO/DPAS Rating: NONE 
Period of Performance; 02/11/2011 to 02/10/2013 

QUANTITYlJNJT 

(C) (D) 

UNIT PRJC!:: 

(E) 

AGE OF 

3 30 

AMOUNT 
(F) 

OPTIONAL FORM '.J3tJ ((..88) 
Spon...;Md l1j GSA 
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REFERENCE NO. OF DOCUMENT BEING CONTINUED 

CONTINUATION SHEET HSHQDC-0 9-D-00062/HSHQDC-ll-J-00063/P00006 

NAME OF OFFEROR OR CONTRACTOR 

SCIENCE APPLICATIONS INTERNATIONAL CORPORATION 

ITEM NO. SUPPLIES/SERVICES QUANTITY 

(A) (B) (C) 

All other terms and conditions remain unchanged. 

AAP Number: 63422 DO/DPAS Rating: NONE 
Period of Performance: 02/11/2011 to 02/10/2013 

I 
NSN 7540-01-152-8067 

UNIT UNIT PRICE 

(D) (E) 

AGE OF 

2 2 

AMOUNT 

(F) 

OPTIONAL FORM 336 {4-86) 
Spo11sorad by GSA 
FAR (46 CFR) 53.110 
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